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Abstract
Collaborations between universities and businesses continue to be a vital and
critical indicator of the transition in learning from school-based learning to work-based
learning. Most jobs today require postsecondary education, forcing many high school
students to enroll in a higher education institution in order to advance their careers.
However, for most higher education graduates today, receiving a degree is not enough to
ensure employment, especially in light of the current economic crisis. College students
must have the right job skills to be successful in the workplace.
As a result, postsecondary institutions are required today to enhance their
relationships with the labor market in order to ensure that their students are up-to-date on
workforce needs and demands and able to engage in better careers. According to Cares
(1999), ―education for tomorrow must be built of round, rigorous academic standards,
industry skill standards, connecting to the privates sector, and ongoing career
development‖ (p. 1). Student success in their future career depends on their skills, from
academic to technical competencies to more general job skills (U.S. Department of
Labor, 1991).
Qualitative research studies on the relationship between schools and businesses
are almost absent in the UAE, especially by those in postsecondary institutions. This
study is significant not only in being one of the first to examine this relationship, but also
because it is based on the contributions being made to the UAE workforce by the United
Arab Emirates University career training program (Industrial Training Program) in the
Department of Engineering. This study sought to examine the role of this career training
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program in preparing 4th-year senior students for future career jobs. Face-to-face
interviews were conducted with 12 students from different specialties in the Department
of Engineering who were enrolled in the training program, and with five employer
representatives who have worked with this department’s students in recent years. This
premise formed the basis of this research—specifically, what is the perceived value of the
career training program at the UAEU according to student participants and employers
who are providing learning experiences to students?
Study participants revealed a positive impression toward the training program
initiative (Industrial Training Program). They reported that the university career training
program is an excellent program and will remain a major and vital program in preparing
young graduates with the necessary skills for the workforce. However, study findings
suggest that the current career training program requires several enhancements to its
current offerings, including: business and university partnerships, placement strategy,
annual analysis of labor market trends, and curricular improvements with regard to
connecting school-based learning with work-based learning activities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Historical Perspectives
Four decades ago, the economies of the seven Trucial States or Emirates (the
foundation of today’s United Arab Emirates) depended mostly on the sea. People dove
for pearls, fished, and engaged in other sea-related trades. In addition to the sea, the
northeastern states relied on agriculture. During that period of time, the countries’
economies were very simple and limited. After the discovery of oil and gas in the 1960s,
few remained engaged in agriculture and sea-related activities. The seven separate
emirates were Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm al Qaywayn, Ra’s al Khaymah,
and Fujairah; they still exist, with each emirate carrying its own rules and regulations. In
1971, the seven emirates united to form the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The UAE
government has embraced resource-based industries (RBI) as a development strategy
founded on utilizing its natural resources. Significant changes have amended this
strategy, including: economic growth, employment opportunities, high salaries, local
development, and high-ranking status among developing countries.
Today, at 39 years of age and as one of the youngest countries in the world, the
UAE is considered to be one of the fastest growing developing countries. Businesses and
industries have grown almost exponentially, and technology and construction sites have
reached an incredible level of achievement. All of this growth has changed the
composition of the overall population. The UAE population today totals approximately
4.1 million––980,000 UAE nationals and 3.1 million foreign workers (UAE Yearbook,
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2007). There have been significant changes in the population’s composition, size, and age
since the discovery of oil. The massive number of expatriates who immigrated to the
UAE due to the increased number of job opportunities now composes 75% of the total
population. About 66% of the expatriates are Asian, including Indian, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Filipinos, and the other 34% are Iranians and Arabs nationals
(UAE Ministry of Planning, 1999).
Over the last 30 years, the UAE has made tremendous strides toward establishing
a solid infrastructure. This accomplishment was mainly accomplished with the help of
foreign workers. Most of the jobs were run and controlled by these workers at both public
and privates sites. According to Ali and Azim (1996), the majority of the important and
high-wage jobs are occupied by foreign workers. They added that if this situation were to
continue, it might represent some type of threat to the future of UAE nationals’ job
security (Ali & Azim, 1996).
On the other hand, in looking at UAE nationals and their contributions to the
private sector, it is clear that the situation is more complicated and has been a source of
great concern for the government. According to a Ministry of Labor survey of nationals
aged 20–29, 35% of national employees in the private sector left their jobs within two
years. Most of those who were surveyed reported feeling a sense of unfairness, especially
with regard to promotion, and a denial of essential training that is serving to privilege
foreign over national employees. Foreign employees have become concerned about
losing their jobs if nationals become capable of replacing them (UAE Book, 2004).
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Research Problem
Certainly, rapid changes in the composition of the population have moved the
entire country toward being one of the most modern and thriving countries in the Middle
East. However, the issue of relying on expatriates, who represent 90% of the workforce,
may be creating possible threats to the future of this country. UAE nationals are mostly
interested in public sector employment, especially preferring police and military jobs.
Despite the huge demand for nationals in private- and public-sector industries that require
nationals with hands-on skills, there are fewer male graduates from universities than
female graduates. The UAE workforce is in desperate need of highly skilled nationals––
this topic has received almost daily attention in the country’s newspapers. In fact, the
education community is being blamed for the downturn in the economy, which is
attributed to not adequately preparing students for the workforce.
Surely those skills can be acquired in our education system, because education
can have a big impact on solving labor market needs. However, according to Cameron
(2005), changes in the UAE education system over the last 30 years are failing to train a
whole generation of young people to have the skills and attitudes needed to play a role in
the UAE’s active economy. This is despite the government’s desire to develop human
resources capabilities and increase the number of nationals in management, service
delivery, and clerical positions. The experiences are also highly gendered, with young
UAE women comprising more than 75% of students in higher education and yet
dominating the unemployment statistics (Cameron, 2005). Another study based on UAE
Census Data for 1995 showed that the number of local workers––males and females––in
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the public and mixed sectors totaled 1,062, while the number of expatriates was 4,636, or
about 81.4% of the total non-national employment in the mixed sectors (Cameron, 2005).
Experience-wise, as an electronics teacher at the Sharjah Technical School, I have
seen firsthand the lack of encouragement to engage in career exploration and/or
formulation of future goals. This sort of guidance should occur in faculty-student
interactions and in general. Most students do not know what a job entails or even how to
look into its characteristics. In fact, some of my students changed their majors and jobs
after graduation. According to Harnish (2003) in her article on career and technical
education in the Persian Gulf, the government of the UAE is providing opportunities for
young male citizens to join the military and police departments if they do not wish to
pursue higher education after high school.
Moreover, many families, especially the wealthy ones, provide their high schoolaged children with all of their needs and ensure their later employment in high-level
government jobs. Thus, these teens have very little incentive to look for a career or even
go on for higher education. In fact, their attitudes, work ethics, and career aspirations are
disappointing because they believe that they do not have to work hard to earn a living
since they will obtain employment in a government office due to their parents’ influence
(Harnish, 2003, p. 47). Consequently, one aim in this study was to investigate the
attitudes and beliefs of United Arab Emirates University students toward their careers.
What is it really causing these students to exhibit such a negative behavior? Does
the education system play a significant role in this issue by fostering a lack of career
awareness, job preparation, training, or other social and environmental influences?
Whatever the reasons, the issue should be addressed by educators immediately. Changing
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direction in a career can indicate some failure in the education system. As mentioned
earlier, job opportunities have become an issue for young graduates, especially in the
private sector. As more and more foreign workers are ―imported‖, it becomes more likely
that the situation will become unstable for the country and for the next generation.
However, reading more about education concerns and this issue in particular, the
researcher realized that other factors are causing this issue to continue day after day.
During our lives, there are two stages at which we face tough decisions––after graduation
from high school when we decide whether to look for a job or pursue higher education;
and when we obtain our degree in higher education and decide what kind of career to
pursue.
In fact, after high school graduation, it is may be too early to make a decision
about a future career. Some regard that age––that is, ages 15–18––to be a time of
exploration of possible future plans. Therefore, the researcher decided to investigate and
observe current 4th-year senior students in the UAE University, looking specifically at
students who were enrolled in the career training program in order to identify some of the
factors influencing decision-making issues.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the role of the UAE University career
training program in preparing senior students for future career jobs. In order to fulfill this
purpose, the researcher examined first students’ perceptions of their lived experiences
with career training program and their awareness of their future jobs. Second, the
researcher examined the type of career training program available at the University,
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specifically in the Department of Engineering, and the characteristics of this program.
Third, the perceptions of local industry about UAE University graduates and senior
students’ experiences were examined. A review of these issues from the employers’
perspective can add significantly to the exploration of employer-lived experiences from a
practical perspective. A career training program was defined in this study as any
structured program that the University is using today to place students in a reliable work
environment in which the student has an opportunity to learn the work and social skills
needed to become an effective and productive worker. The unit of analysis was senior
students who are currently enrolled in training programs, and employers in local industry.
The unit of observation was career training programs.
According to Cares (1999), ―education for tomorrow must be built of round,
rigorous academic standards, industry skill standards, connecting to the privates sector,
and ongoing career development‖ (p. 1). Student success in their future career depends on
their skills, from academic to technical competencies to more general job skills (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1991). In other words, the relationship between schools and
businesses is a very critical factor that indicates the level of transition of learning from
between school-based learning to work-based learning. Today, most jobs require lifelong
learning, forcing many high school students to enroll in a higher education institution in
order to advance their careers. Postsecondary institutions may need to consider reforming
their programs to meet labor market requirements.
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Significance of the Study
This study accomplished a few significant points. First, this topic is significant
because of the nation’s uncertain future in light of politics, regulations, values and
cultures, and economy crisis. It is important to ensure that the nation has a native
workforce able to handle all industrial and other employment needs. Faced with an
economic crisis, most foreign workers may decide to leave the country. The resulting
crisis in the economy due to unmet need makes it very important to take this critical issue
under consideration as soon as possible.
Second, information on existing programs and their operations will help us to
identify that which is missing and modify existing programs to meet the Pennsylvania
Cooperative Education program standard. Third, in taking these courses of action, the
UAE University will acknowledge businesses’ needs in terms of personal and technical
skills, and more importantly strengthen the relationship between the university and local
business/industry.
Fourth, as stated by Kisner, secondary and postsecondary-level educators face
continuing challenges in teaching students a new mix of skills. Occupational teachers
realize the importance of integrating academic skills into their curricula and academic
teachers recognize the importance of enhancing hands-on applied methodologies in their
curriculum (Kisner, 1999). Moreover, it is very critical to any educational program to
consider combining schools and workplace experiences together, because doing so
provides students with a meaningful experience in applying theories and practice at the
same time.
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Today, the world of information and technology has changed the face of business
jobs and performance. Businesses are seeking new information, ideas, processes, and
strategies and ways to apply them accurately and in a short amount of time. Therefore,
businesses can have an impact on schools’ identification of what is needed in the real
world of work by those seeking employment today. Last but not least, the aim of a
qualitative inquiry in this area of study was to enable the researcher to investigate this
issue using a unit of analysis that will provide valid and strong data that can be analyzed,
considered, and applied in the future in the hopes of improving current training programs,
revitalizing the education system, and developing a local native workforce.

Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to examine the role of the UAE University career
training program in preparing senior students for future career jobs. The main questions
asked to explore this phenomenon were as follows:

1. What is the perceived value of the career training program at the UAEU
according to student participants and employers who are providing learning
experiences to students?
a. How will the students describe the characteristics and their experiences with
the university career training program CTP?
b. What are the perceived value and benefits of the CTP experience?
c. How do student experiences shape their opinions about their career?
d. What recommendations will students express about improving this CTP?
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e. How will employers describe their experiences with current CTP?
f. How will UAE local employers describe the level of students’ skills and
knowledge needed to join the workforce?
g. What recommendations will employers offer about improving this CTP?

Limitations of the Study
This study occurred in the United Arab Emirates region––a specific context––and
at the UAE University. The specific population were 4th-year senior students and limited
to two different parties: senior students from the Department of Engineering who were
enrolled in career training program; and 5 public and private-sector representatives.
Student and employer representative participants were selected randomly through the
Department of Engineering. The study explored only the training program in the
Department of Engineering; however, the researcher looked at other university training
programs.

Definition of Terms
Career Training Program: Any structured program that the university is using today to
place students in an authentic work environment in which the student has an opportunity
to learn the work and social skills needed to become an effective and productive worker.
School-to-Work: A federal Act established in 1994 that focuses on how secondary and
post-secondary schools prepare students to enter the world of work.
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Cooperative Education: One segment of the School-to-Work system; a method of
instruction that enables students to combine academic classroom instruction (schoolbased learning component) with occupational instruction through leaning on the job
(work-based learning component) in a career area of choice (Pennsylvania Department of
Education, 1995).
School-based Learning: A component of the school-to-work opportunities program that is
based on high academic and occupation skills standards. It has several areas to work with,
such as career counseling, selection of a career major, program of study, and integration
of academic and vocational education, evaluation, and secondary and postsecondary
articulation.
Work-based Learning: A component of the school-to-work opportunities program that
deals with work experience, structure training and monitoring at job sites. In work-based
learning, students get broad instruction in workplace competencies and in all elements of
an industry.
Connecting Activities: Many different activities that build and maintain bridges between
school and work, including matching students with employers, establishing
communication between education and work, technical assistance to schools, students
and employers; assistance in integrating school-based learning with work-based learning,
encouragement of participation of employers, job placement, continuing education for
further training assistance, and linkages with youth development activities and industry
(Public Law, 1994).
UAE: United Arab Emirates
UAEG: United Arab Emirates Government
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MoE: Ministry of Education
MoL: Ministry of Labor
MoP: Ministry of Planning
MoEC: Ministry of Economy
UAEU: United Arab Emirates University
DTE: Department of Technical Education
EL: Experiential Learning
CTP: Career Training Program
ENDP: Emirates National Development Program
PDE: Pennsylvania Department of Education
NCCE: National Commission for Cooperative Education
STWOA: School-To-Work Opportunity Act
STW: School-to-Work
Co-op Program: Cooperative Education Program
IWIL: Internship Work Integrate Learning: A career training program used by the
UAEU.
ITP: Industrial Training Program: A career training program used by the department of
engineering in the UAEU.

Assumptions
Several assumptions were made by the researcher about this study. First, the main
assumption was that the parties who were interviewed had not been enrolled in a
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cooperative education program in the past. It was assumed that they had been involved in
a career training program but this is not the same as a cooperative education program.
Second, it was presumed that the regional differences of these students would
mean that they have different perspectives, thoughts, and ideas, and that they were shaped
by certain environments. This information may assist the researcher in understanding the
different types of attitudes and behaviors found among students today.
Third, it was presumed as well that some students might not participate in the
interviews because of fear or shyness or lack of experience with one-on-one interviews.
As a result, setting interview times might be an issue––advance preparation was
considered to reduce any difficulties.
Fourth, it was assumed that the business/industry, university, and students would
benefit from involvement in a cooperative education program because of its uniqueness,
activities, impact on students’ future, fulfillment the demand for a UAE nationals’
workforce, and contributions to UAE economic growth and development.

Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this research was the Cooperative Education
Program. This program is mainly focused on how schools prepare students to enter the
world of work and make them job-ready. The program began in 1906 under the direction
of Dr. Herman Schneider, Dean of the College of Engineering at the University of
Cincinnati, Ohio; today, cooperative programs are one of the successful types of
programs not only in the U.S. but its all over the world. As indicated by Grant (1988) in
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The Forgotten Half, ―Cooperative Education today has a solid achievement record and
merits far more attention than it has received‖ (p. 86).
Furthermore, the conceptual framework is based on the researcher’s and other
educators’ experiences and lessons learned about cooperative education programs and
other related components such as work-based learning and competency-based education.
Cooperative education is a very detailed program with enough guidelines to assist in
establishing adequate recommendations based on study findings. Thus, from the
researcher’s perspective, the cooperative program is an educational program that may
have a positive effect on UAE University career training programs. In fact, this
conceptual framework may quite possibly have a deeper relationship with the problem to
be examined in this study in terms of its contents, goals and objectives, and above all
outcome performance.
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Chapter 2
Review of Related Literature

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of the UAE University career
training program in preparing senior students for future career jobs. The goal was to use
study findings to improve the current career training program at the university. The
university prepares students for a good future by providing them with three main
elements: knowledge, skills, and attitude. Obtaining these three elements enables students
to achieve a more successful future. The researcher wished to explore the characteristics
of the current training program as perceived by students and employers in order to
identify some possible factors that affect quality and offer some ideas for improvement.
Since the main purpose of the study was to explore the characteristics of the current
training program at UAEU, study results will aid in improving and upgrading current
programs by ensuring that they meet the standards of the Pennsylvania Department of
Education-Cooperative Education Program.
Conduct of the literature review revealed several issues regarding the United Arab
Emirates University career training programs and workforce development in the UAE.
The major themes are: 1) UAE population; 2) education in the UAE; 3) UAE University
and career training programs; 4) university graduates and workforce development; 5)
factors that influence workforce development in the UAE; 6) governmental policies
related to human resource development; 7) experiential learning; 8) school-to-work; 9)
cooperative education programs; 10) other educational institutions using cooperative
education; and 11) study contributions.
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UAE Population
In 1975, the total UAE population was 557,887; in 1980, it increased to
1,042,099; and in 1985, to 1,379,303. Surprisingly, from 1985–2005, the total population
of the UAE was 4,104,695. UAE nationals (citizens) compose only 21% of this number;
the remainder are expatriates from different regions such as India, Asia and Arab
nationals countries, Europe, and other English-speaking languages regions (UAE
Yearbook, 2007).
The rapid increases in the UAE population rate since 1975 have led to tremendous
changes in the country, including: policies, education, employment, national security,
language, and above all the culture. According to Harnish (2003), this rapid change has
moved the entire country from a tribal society based on a subsistence-level economy, to
one of the most modern and wealthy countries in the Middle East. The UAE government
has created and is in the process of developing new programs that will assure that the
country’s economy ranks high among developed nations. The UAE annual economic
growth rate is estimated to be 9.8%, which makes it one of the fastest growing countries
in the region. Moreover, the UAE GDP for 2006 was estimated to be $164 billion,
ranking it 40th in the world––about $ 37,300 per capita (Mustafa, 2007).
However, all these changes and developments were mainly accomplished through
the labors of imported expatriates who compose almost 80% of the labor force, and with
very few contributions from nationals, especially in manual labor jobs. Consequently, the
aim of this study was to examine and develop programs that ensure that UAE nationals
play a significant role in developing their own workforce. In fact, the UAE president
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stated in a speech about ―Redressing the Balance‖ in the UAE population that he hopes to
―gradually replace the foreign workers with nationals to remedy the demographic
imbalance that makes almost 80% of UAE four million populations‖ (www.7days.ae).
One solution is to create a ―progressive‖ nationalization program for the
workforce with the help of educational sectors that leads to well-skilled workers who are
able to take over work currently being performed by non-nationals. The president of the
UAE has called for a reform to the economic structure that will enable a reduction in the
huge number of unqualified foreign workers, which accounts for the greatest
demographic imbalance. He stated accordingly, ―We are aware of this imbalance, but are
confident that addressing it is not an impossible mission, we are following a multi faceted
approach that should ultimately bring this imbalance under control by adopting well
integrated, far-sighted plans, not fragmented, temporary procedure‖ (www.7days.ae,
2006). As a result, this study contributed by showing the role of the university career
training program in preparing highly skilled nationals to fulfill industry demands.

Education in the United Arab Emirates
Education in the UAE today has become the primary priority of nationals. The
government is making tremendous investments in resources, policies, and funds to
develop the education system, believing that education is a major key to future prosperity
in the globalized economy. According to Shihab in his article on economic development
in the UAE, the UAE government is offering a complete free public school education to
all male and female citizens––kindergarten to university level. Further, a wide number of
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private schools in the country enroll almost 40% of the student population. In addition,
the government also offers a generous scholarship for either study abroad or enrollment
in local private post-secondary institutions with full coverage of expenses for citizens
seeking higher education (Shihab, 1995, p. 255).
So much has been achieved in developing the education system and improving
education levels for nationals since the union of the seven trucial states or emirates in
1971. In 1999, it was estimated that the adult illiteracy rate was 25%; this rate continues
to decline. According to UAE Literacy, the UAE has doubled the number of adult
education centers, quadrupled adult literacy classes, and quadrupled the number of
teachers and learners, accounting for 72% of UAE nationals and 82% of women (UAE
Literacy, 2002).
According to the UAE Government Annual Yearbook, the government’s main
objective for education in the region is to establish a strategy that will ensure the youth
are ready to meet the challenges of the twenty-first century workplace (UAE Yearbook,
2008). Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahayan, the Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi, said,
―The challenging of developing the education is a major undertaking that requires
combined efforts by the public and private sectors in pursuing the national interest‖
(Khaleej Times Online, 2006).
Consequently, UAE education officials are putting a great deal of effort into
ensuring that the education curricula in secondary and post-secondary institutions are
meeting labor market standards. One of the aims of this study was to identify and
examine the connections between UAEU curricula and labor force skills required in the
current UAE labor market. Another objective of this study was to examine skills
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standards as they have been influenced by cooperative collaborations among the
government, education sectors, and business and industry sectors.

UAE University
The United Arab Emirates University was established in 1976 by order of the His
Highness, the President of the United Arab Emirates, Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al
Nahayan (may God Bless his soul). According to the president’s vision, the University is
a federal institution that reflects the best of the Arab-Islamic identity, and focuses on
intellectual, cultural and scientific pursuits. It is the first and largest university in the
country with over 16,000 male and female students in 1999–2000 and the largest
institution to prepare the country’s workforce for state labor and industry (Harnish,
2004). The mission of the university is: ―To meet the educational and cultural needs of
the UAE society by providing programs and services of the highest quality. It contributes
to the expansion of knowledge by conducting quality research and by developing and
applying modern information technology, and plays a significant role as well in leading
cultural, social and economic development in the country.‖ (http://www.uaeu.ac.ae). The
wording of this statement motivates UAE nationals to join the UAEU and share their
creative and technical abilities as they gain the skills needed to be successful and
productive in their society.
Around 1977–1978, the UAEU established four departments: the Department of
Humanities and Social Science (which was called at that time the Department of Art); the
Department of Science, the Department of Education, and the College of Business and
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Economy (which was known as the Department of Administrative and Political
Sciences). In 1980, the Department of Agricultural Science and Engineering was
established. Since then, most of the other departments, including the Graduate School
(masters programs) were established in the 1980s and beginning of the 1990s
(http://www.uaeu.ac.ae).
Enrollments in the UAEU have increased tremendously since it first began
operations in 1977–1978. At that time, the total number of students was 535––330 were
males and 205 were females. Surprisingly, in 2001, student enrollment numbers in higher
education reached a world record in terms of percentage of applicants (see Appendix O).
More than 95% of female students and almost 80% of male students applied to higher
education institutions around the country (UAE Ministry of Information and Culture,
2002).
Today, total enrollment at the UAE University is 14,741 students––21% males
and 79% females. The number of women is impressive and is increasing everywhere in
the country. The UAE government is realizing the importance of women’s participation
in the country’s economic activities, and has seen the increases in their enrollment rates
not only at the UAE University, but at all postsecondary institutions. Table 2.1, which is
adopted from the university’s website, shows that women’s enrollment was three times
that of men’s in fall 2007–2008. Of particular interest is the fact that the number of men
in education, external tutorial studies, and diploma in teaching programs is zero. One of
the goals of this study was to ascertain the factors contributing to this non-interest among
men in certain curricula.
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Table 2.1
Enrollments by College/Gender for Fall 2007–2008

Dept.
Humanities and Social Sciences

Male Students #
269

Female Students #
2470

Sciences

214

1142

Education

0

1366

Business and Economics

766

1576

Shari'ah and Law
(Islamic Studies)
Food System

344

476

38

328

Engineering

831

959

Medicine and Health Sciences

96

201

Information Technology

128

712

Tutorial External Studies

0

81

Prof. Diploma in Teaching

0

235

Graduate Studies

96

106

2782

9652

Total

In the UAE workforce today, women workers compose 41.5% of the education
sector, 34.2% of the health sectors, and 19.7% of social affairs. Almost 28% of the
employees in the 24 federal ministry departments are women. In 1975, the government
established a constitution that supports women’s rights in the labor force. This
constitution prohibits salary discrimination for males and females (UAE Ministry of
Information, 2003).
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Despite the high enrollment of women and number of women graduates each year
from UAE postsecondary institutions, women’s contributions to the UAE workforce are
limited. One reason is that some religious and social norms and factors hold women back
from participating in manual labor, such as those found in the oil industries, which are the
main source of revenue for the country. It is very rare to see a woman working in the
fields or in outdoor jobs among other men in Arab countries, due in large part to religious
factors and culture (Nelson, 2004). Most of these manual jobs are performed by
expatriates and a very small number of nationals, which has created a negative stereotype
about these types of jobs––e.g., ―manual jobs are only for foreign workers‖.
There are other reasons. Parents are more concerned about their children’s safety
and security, especially girls. The climate, which is high-heat throughout the Arabian
Gulf region, especially in the summer when it gets around 120–125 F degrees, makes it
very difficult for women to pursue any manual or technical jobs that require outdoor
activities. Finally, Fox, in his article on UAE policy choices, stated that ―a strategic goal
for the UAE government is to consider increasing the funding on higher educational
programs because of the appropriations per student has fallen below the international
standards‖ (Fox, as cited in Warren, 2007, p. 2). This statement raises another potential
crisis in the education system. To address these and related issues, UAE leaders and
policy makers must consider investments in education and particularly in higher
education that lead to high-quality programs for the UAE workforce and human resource
development. Nationals should have access to a high-quality education and be able to
attain the skills needed to ensure the availability of a highly skilled workforce for the
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region’s future economic growth. The alternative is struggle and regret, and being left
behind.

Current Training Program

The UAEU is one of the first and main universities in the country to contribute to
the region’s development over the last 30 years. Many of the highly placed decision
makers in government sectors are graduates of the UAEU and therefore very supportive
of its program developments, research, training and development, and connections
between the university and the labor market. In fact, many new programs have been
established in partnerships among the UAEU, other post-secondary institutions, and
external or international agencies to enhance career training programs for the national
labor market. For example, the university recently implemented the Internship and Work
Integrated Learning (IWIL) program.
Today, programs that involve work-based learning have become a must for all
educational institutions. The question is: what types of knowledge are modern businesses
and industry demanding now? The IWIL program was implemented at the university
through a new option that provides students with work-integrated learning that enhances
their career by establishing a bridge with national and international employers. The
researcher tried to obtain more information about the program but was unable to do so
due to registration requirements from the university administration. According to what is
available online about this program, the university appears to have established a separate
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department for this program in order to manage the entire university’s internship program
(www.uaeu.ac.ae).
The university website states that the role of the IWIL program is to foster
relationships between employers and the university in order to ensure the former’s
participation in curricular activities, but provides little information on procedures being
used to accomplish this goal. According to the website, the program works very closely
with each department on campus, seeks business partnerships, coordinates with
employers, completes an outcome assessment at the end of the training period, and is
open to university students who seek for training, and official recognition of that training
(http://www.uaeu.ac.ae/iwil/index.shtml).
However, it is also stated on the website that this program provides students with
several skills (in parentheses on the site, ―soft skills‖). The meaning of soft skills is not
clearly identified. Such skills would not be of interest to students in the Department of
Engineering, who are required to obtain more of hands-on skills experience.
(www.uaeu.ac.ae/iwil/students). Consequently, this study was intended to investigate this
program to ascertain its effectiveness and its role in and impact on students’ career from
the perspectives of students, employers, and coordinators.

University Graduates and Workforce Development
Human development is a major factor in any workforce development and
obviously the education sectors are the main source of high-quality graduates for the
workforce. According to Schultz (1961), speaking on the role of education in human
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capital development, investments in education are one strategy that promotes employers’
productivity and income. He defined this strategy by stating that an investment in
education is truly an investment in human capital, which means that students gain the
necessary skills through learning, experience, and training, and thereafter become
valuable employees in the market place. Certainly, the quality of education is the key in
gaining the right skills, especially during students’ training periods, to ensure that they
are job-ready and can secure jobs with high-paying salary.
Therefore, schools must have well-developed and structured programs to
accomplish these needs. According to Warren, ―A system that does not meet the
international standards of quality in its staffing, in its programs, in instructional
technology and in its graduates; it will not serve society well‖ (Warren, 2007, p. 8).
Investment in human resource development has led to spectacular developments in
schools, decreases in illiteracy rates, and growth in higher education institutions and
enrolments (Bahgat, 1999). However, the country is in desperate need of highly educated,
well skilled, and job-motivated graduates. The demand from the private and public
sectors, and especially the academic sectors, is extremely high for both male and female
nationals. According to the UAE Ministry of Higher Education, the number of UAE
postsecondary institution graduates is increasing year after year (especially the number of
females)––this sort of news shows that progress is being made in fulfilling these needs.
In 2006–2007, according to Table 2.2, the number of graduates from the UAE
University was 2,837 males and females in undergraduate and graduate studies.
According to the UAEU Statistical Year Book, the total number of male graduates in
2006–2007 was 565, while the number of females was 2,272. This number actually
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indicates an issue in itself––the low level of male enrollment in higher education,
estimated to be only 28% of all graduates. Fox stated with regard to the low rate of male
enrollment that in order to handle this problem, policy initiatives are required that should
include significant resources and a cooperative effort among many institutions in the
UAE (Warren, 2007, p. 2–3).

Table 2.2
Admitted and Registered Students, and Graduates for 2006–2007
Level
Degree
New Enrollment Registered
Undergraduate

Bachelor

2,929

12,886

2,578

0

158

74

Diploma

259

300

133

Master’s

103

177

52

3,291

13,521

2,837

Tutorial Extended
Studies
Graduates

Total

Graduates

Government expectations of UAE graduates are very high. Obviously, these
students are expected to be well educated, highly motivated, and ready for jobs.
However, many studies of postsecondary students and graduates’ attitudes toward their
future jobs show that they are not motivated to engage in or prepared for manual labor.
They prefer office jobs, especially in the government sectors, because these are the highpaying jobs and because they do not wish to work outside under high-heat conditions.
Therefore, educators and policy makers must consider redesigning and reforming the
education system to make the students aware of their future and careers.
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Factors that Influence Workforce Development in the UAE
The UAE is like other countries around the world––positive and negative factors
influence the development of its workforce. As mentioned earlier, one quality that sets
the UAE apart from other developed and developing countries is its great dependence on
foreign workers. This is the major issue that the UAE faces today; hopefully, findings
from this study will address this issue by showing how postsecondary schools (especially
the UAEU) can prepare students for the workplace and make them job-ready, thereby
reducing reliance on foreign workers.
This impressive reliance on foreign workers may be attributed to several factors,
according to Harnish (2003): (1) a large youth population and a very small number of
nationals as a portion of the entire population, leading to shortages in manpower; (2)
higher enrollment and graduation rates for women than for men, resulting in a lack of
national male workers in the workplace; (3) women’s low rates of participation in the
industrial sectors, especially in the manual or technical labor force, due to religious and
cultural norms; (4) significant reliance on investments in oil revenues, so that there are
few other alternative sources of revenue for the country; and (5) misconceptions and
negative attitudes toward technical jobs and manual labor by UAE nationals (Harnish,
2004).
Another problem is the differing wage structures for nationals and non-nationals.
UAE nationals receive higher wages, especially in public sectors. As a result, most of the
private sector seeks non-nationals because the wages are lower and under their control;
UAE nationals avoid these sectors due to the low wages and longer working hours
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(United Nations Development Programme, 2002). Traditionally, nationals have not had
to compete in the labor market for jobs; they usually are paid 50% more than expatriates
who likewise qualify for the same job, and nationals may work fewer hours at a reduced
level of effort. As a result, wages may not be determined by effort and productivity
(Gebriel, 1999).
Another factor noted in the development of a country’s workforce is that new
graduates will accept any available job in the public sector mainly and sometimes in the
private sector even if these jobs do not relate to their colleges’ emphasis or their career
interest. This behavior among nationals may weaken the workforce and cause a delay in
the country’s growth. One of the goals of this research was to investigate the root causes
of this issue.
Looking at recent facts and numbers from government studies regarding
employment status in the country, at least 33,000 unemployed UAE nationals are
registered with Tanmia––the National Human Resource Development & Employment
Authority. This number excludes those unemployed who are not registered with the
authority. According to recent data, in the three largest cities, there are 11,727
unemployed UAE nationals in Abu Dhabi; 7,714 in Dubai; and 5,810 in Sharjah.
Education-wise, almost 15,000 new UAE national university graduates enter the job
market every year according to the Higher Ministry of Education. Business-wise,
approximately 300,000 jobs are created annually in the UAE (retrieved from UAE
Interact, UAE Gulf News, 2007).
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Government Policies related to Human Resource Development
Numerous sources, including the government, have cited the large number of
expatriates as a real future threat to the country. As a result, one of the government’s
main priorities is to focus on human resource development. Former president Sheikh
Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahayan (May God bless his soul) said once, ―Man is the real
wealth, before oil and after oil‖ (www.uaeinteract.com). Some of the programs created by
the Department of Labor support this belief. Further, the government has created formal
offices for programs that handle human resource development for the country. These
programs are funded and/or administered by federal and local governments.
One such program is the National Human Resource Development & Employment
Authority, which is known as Tanmia Borough. This program is a federal organization
implemented by presidential decree in 1999. It is chaired by the Minister of Labor and
Social Affairs, His Excellency Matar Hamaid al Tayer. The main objectives of this
program include: the full deployment of UAE nationals; an increased percentage of
nationals in the UAE workforce; and the development of UAE nationals’ skills, abilities,
and qualifications to compete effectively in the labor market (www.tanmia.org.ae).
Overall, this program has become very active and popular in the seven emirates, and is
one of the main programs referred to by secondary and post-secondary graduates as a
primary resource in job search assistance in the UAE labor market.
As noted previously, the number of foreign workers in the UAE workforce and in
the total population in general is causing major concern to the country’s policy makers.
Assuming that the number of expatriates remains the same or increases in the future, the
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region’s future will be mainly in the hands of expatriates. In light of this issue, the UAE
government has announced the creation of a program that seeks to place a larger number
of nationals in the UAE workforce, in both the private and public sectors, to play a
significant role in the labor market. This process is known as ―Emiratisation‖. A
government order or decree has been put in place to enforce business and industry
sectors’ compliance with this process––those who do not comply will endure financial
punishment (Godwin, 2006).
Emiratisation is a program that is being supported by most businesses and
industries. Moreover, all universities are familiar with this program, which serves to
ensure their students’ careers. However, Emiratisation is not working as indicated,
according to Shouly (1995b), who claimed that the private sector is willing to hire
nationals but cannot accomplish this task because nationals are demanding high-paying
salaries and are not qualified as foreign workers.
According to Gardner (1995), who wrote about developing the quality of the
teaching workforce in the UAE, if the country is struggling to reduce its import of
foreigners, it should focus on upgrading the quality of national workers and making them
competitive. Pressure should be placed on the education system to ensure that it produces
capable nationals who are willing and job-ready to enter the workforce (Gardner, 1995, p.
292). Consequently, modern technology and rapid changes in the economy are
compelling all educational institutions, including secondary and post-secondary, to
reform their teaching and services strategies. In addition, the researcher has identified
other aspects that must be considered in improving the quality of graduates. The
following sections explain the importance of experiential learning theory, describe
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several of the major programs used in United States and other countries such as,
Germany, Japan, and Australia for decades, and note their great accomplishments in
career training development.

Experiential Leaning: Why Is It Important?
Today, a bachelor’s degree is not enough to gain a reasonable job, especially in
the current economic crisis. New graduates are encountering many challenges and
sources of competition in the labor market, especially with the increased number of
baccalaureate degree holders. In fact, this issue has become a major source of anxiety for
most higher education students. Scholars and educators are concerned as well about their
students’ future and putting much time and effort into finding solutions and other ways to
prepare their pupils with the best experiential learning practices. There is tremendous
academic interest backing returning to the theory of experiential learning.
Consequently, experiential learning theory has become one of the major important
components in higher education institutions’ and secondary education’s career
exploration and development efforts. According to Cantor (1997), the literature suggests
that experiential learning is an extremely necessary component in colleges and
universities. However, there is some disagreement among scholars and educators about
the time and place to hold experiential learning programs. They all agree with the idea of
preparing the new generation for the workplace and lifelong learning.
One important reason for using experiential learning today is that those faculties
are more careful about their students’ future jobs and have worked through ways to
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prepare those students for job searches related to their background upon their graduation.
Moreover, research today shows that there are common concerns between teachers and
employers regarding the need to be effective in preparing highly skilled generations for
the workforce at all levels of technical and professional skills.
In fact, students today are more interested in different styles of learning,
especially those who are trying to stay away from traditional learning. Many students are
still struggling to find the right career. To these students, scholars and educators suggest
participation in experiential learning, which they believe will continue to be a vital
initiative in helping students with career development and decision making. According to
Cantor in his article on experiential learning in higher education, the number of
undergraduate students seeking advanced degrees has increased, especially among those
students who are participating in experiential learning programs during their bachelor’s
degree programs (Cantor, 1997). At this point then, we should look at experiential
learning and its importance to secondary and post-secondary students.
Many remarkable articles have been written on experiential learning. One of the
best-known authors is Dr. David Kolb, who has written many articles and several books
on the foundation approaches to experiential learning, including the structure of the
learning process, learning styles, and the structure of knowledge. His many articles on
experiential learning include work on the theory of experiential learning for individual
development, learning and development in higher education, and lifelong learning and
integrative development. He defined experiential learning as learning gained from an
individual’s own experiences; this learning can be assessed so that students may gain
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credit for it (Kolb, 1984, p. 3). This type of learning requires students to have direct
involvement with work experience.
Kolb’s experiential learning model, shown in Figure 2.1, indicates that
experiential learning is the process that links education, work, and personal development.
This connection serves as a structure that allows examination of the significant
relationship among education, work, and personal development. This relationship also
explains labor market demands and offers information relevant to job descriptions, in all
emphasizing the importance of connections between the classroom and the real world
(Kolb, 1984, p. 4). He also created with Fry (Kolb & Fry, 1984) a very famous model of
the four elements of the learning cycle: concrete experience, observation and experience,
forming abstract concepts, and testing in a new situation.

Personal Development

Experiential
Learning

Education

Work

Figure 2.1. Experiential Learning as the Process that Links Education, Work, and Personal Development
Source: Kolb (1984)
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In his 1984 book on experiential learning, Kolb noted that ―EL is an essential type
of learning that draws the students away from the traditional type of learning which is the
learning that based on classroom lecture or sittings and obtaining credit hours for it
toward acquiring real working knowledge and seeking information which requires
experience by doing something‖ (Kolb, 1984). Why is this experiential learning theory
important? Many publications have stated that experiential learning is a critical
component in colleges and universities. For example, according to Cantor, faculties
constantly seek to identify the best practices for their students to aid them in finding a job
related to their career professions and meet their desired goals after graduation. There are
many experiential learning programs serve students in acquiring hands-on skills, such as
cooperative practice, internships, apprenticeships, work placement programs and other
programs that carry the same concepts and ideas. In the next section two of these
programs are discussed: the School-to-Work and Cooperative Education programs.

School-to-Work Opportunity Act
The U.S. has established a large number of school-to-work programs over the last
five decades. Earlier efforts included apprenticeship programs. The idea behind these
career training programs is the promotion of collaborations between education entities
and local businesses and industry. According to Gray and Herr (1998), in May 1994, U.S.
President Bill Clinton signed into law the School-to-Work legislation that became known
as the School-to-Work Opportunity Act (STWOA)-(PL 103-239) (Gray & Herr, 1998, p.
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203). The Act provides states with federal assistance to develop and implement a
statewide STW transition system based on industry-based skill standards.
The main goal of the program is to ensure that students have an easy transition
from secondary and post-secondary education to meaningful, high-quality employment
and/or go on for further education. This Act is fostering important partnerships around
the country among educators, business, industry, labor, and community-based
organizations to integrate academic and technical education, and thereby focus on
preparing students to enter the world of work (Pennsylvania Department of Education,
1995, p. 86).
The School-to-Work system has many different segments (career programs) that
fall by virtue under this system. Some have been in progress for many years, and show
great achievement toward preparing students for the world of work. Statewide, these
include Vocational Technical Programs, Work-Based Learning (Apprenticeship), Tech
Prep, Student Applied Tech Organization, and Community Exploration. Locally, there
are internships, cooperative education, career academics, and school-based enterprises.
This study intended to focus mainly on the Cooperative Education Program
initiative as an alternative option due to its major criteria, which resemble some of those
found in existing programs in the UAEU. The researcher intends to focus on the
Pennsylvania cooperative education program, using its framework in order to
demonstrate how such programs may have a significant impact on how students view
careers, especially in the UAE.
Moreover, another reason to use this program is that under its auspices, students
may be paid for learning on-the-job––a motivation to engage in this particular program.
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Integration of such a concept in the UAEU curriculum and the UAE education system
may lead students to become more serious about their future, gain clarity about their
academic goals, and above all feel more responsible for their future and their country’s
economic growth and development.
The literature review conducted for this study did not include the broad field of
cooperative education programs, and specifically the implementation of such programs.
Instead, it focused only on recent thinking on re-updating aspects of current training
programs that would be helpful to the UAE education system with respect to the UAEU’s
policy and vision. Aspects included the definition of the co-op program, the major
components of this program, the essential characteristics of the program, parties involved
and expected outcomes of each party for this program, and the evaluation criteria that
have been used for the program.

Cooperative Education Program
Today in the UAE, many higher educational institutes have already established
some form of career pathway or career training programs. These career pathways
programs are limited and can only be found in a few vocational institutions around the
country and in most post-secondary education venues. They are almost completely
nonexistent in secondary education in the UAE––one reason why UAE high school
graduates have zero knowledge about their career pathways. The lack of such information
makes it difficult for students to make career choices and offers challenges to college and
universities leaders as well.
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One of the great methods or strategies used in U.S. secondary and post-secondary
institutions is the offering of programs that connect students’ classroom learning with
their future job. Such an approach helps students apply their classroom-based education
content with work-based education at onsite or on-the-job training programs where they
may apply what they have learned at school and gain work experience before entering the
real world of work. The idea of these programs has been in place for many decades and
has had a great deal of influences on new graduates and job seekers as well.
One of these popular programs is the Cooperative Education Program, also known
as the co-op program. It is actually one segment of the School-to-Work system today.
This program was originally founded in 1906 at Cincinnati University in Ohio by Dean of
the College of Engineering, Dr. Herman Schneider. Initially, he sent 27 of his students to
mines and mills companies to observe and gain experience through this paid program
(http://www.uc.edu/news/NR.asp?id=2935).

Definition
The cooperative education program is a method of instruction that enables
students to combine academic classroom instruction (school-based learning component)
with occupational instruction through learning on-the-job (work-based learning
component) in a career area of choice (PDE-Bureau of Vocational Technical Education,
1995). The cooperative program concept has been used intensively in secondary and
post-secondary education institutions around the United States for almost a century. In
Pennsylvania, this program has been used for almost 50 years, and this state has been
among the most successful in operating this type of program.
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The cooperative program actually provides students with very progressive
experiences in integrating theory and practice at the same time. A progressive partnership
is created among students, educational institutions, and business and industry in which
deep tasks are identified and responsibilities are assigned to each party to ensure positive
outcomes for all partners.

Components of the Cooperative Program
The cooperative education program has several major components that are
beneficial to all education programs, including procedures for job placement; qualified
coop coordinators or teachers and adequate occupational practices transfers; available
onsite supervisors who can share their occupational experience with students; precise job
descriptions for students who will be involved in the program as well as realistic
employer expectations of students’ skills; written training plans that correlate with
students’ school-based instruction and on-the-job training (work-based); formal and
informal assessment of students’ on-the-job progress and feedback on and assistance with
performance improvement; and parents’/guardians’ acknowledgment of their role in the
program.
Another component is assistance with job placement in full-time positions or
recommendations for additional education for graduates. In addition, follow-up studies of
graduates are conducted in a systematic manner. Cooperative programs promote
instruction in all aspects of the industry in which students are preparing to enter,
providing a broad base of knowledge of all facets of business operations, including
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management, finances, health and safety. Last but not least, school administrators must
have a strong commitment to the program.

Characteristics
The essential characteristics that were approved by the National Commission for
Cooperative Education (NCCE) ,Cooperative Education Association, and the Cooperative
Education Division of the American Society for Engineering Education are: formal
recognition by the school as an educational strategy integrating classroom learning and
progressive work experiences with a constructive academic relationship between teaching
faculty and co-op faculty or administrators; structure for multiple work experiences in
formalized sequences with study leading to degree completion of an academic program;
and work experiences, which include both an appropriate learning environment and work
productivity. The work experience is basically related to the student’s career or academic
goals. The goal here is for students to obtain the employment and leadership skills needed
to succeed in the workplace.
Agreement among the school, employer, parent/guardian (Pennsylvania requires
permission from a parent/guardian as a key component of the partnership) and the student
must take place during the establishment of the program. This includes the description of
the job and opportunities in promoting new knowledge. Another important aspect is the
recognition of the co-op experience on the student’s record, including grades, credits,
hours, and fulfillment of degree requirements, and notation on transcript.
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There is a minimum amount of time in the cooperative program that matches the
length of academic terms, such as quarter, semester, or trimester. In alternating programs,
students work approximately 40 hours/week, full-time during the term. In parallel
programs, students work approximately 20 hours/week, part-time during the term. The
co-op student has to be enrolled officially in school during the employment. The work
has to be monitored by the school and supervised by employers.
Employers must acknowledge that the co-op student is considered an employee
during the training period. In recognition of this, the employer pays the student for work
he/she performs in the co-op program; ensures pre-employment preparation; and engage
in an ongoing recommendation procedure (PDE, Bureau of Career and Technical
Education, 2007). In general, this program has been designed to make the most of
outcomes for students, employers and the school.

Cooperative Program Outcomes

Student Outcomes
This program ensures many outcomes for those involved, including students,
employers, the university, and the community. Student outcomes can be academic,
professional, or personal. First, academics-wise, student outcomes include the ability to
promote classroom learning into the workplace practice; students also can gain a clear
visions of their academic goals and academic motivation; they will have opportunities
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and gain technical knowledge as they become more involved in using tools and
equipment.
Second, professionally, students should have a clear idea of their future career;
become familiar with workplace culture; gain workplace competencies; be involved in
new and advanced skills, especially in decision making; be more organized in terms of
their career management and awareness; establish an outside professional network; and
gain employment after graduation.
Third, in terms of personal outcomes, students will become more mature and
responsible and able to identify their strengths and weaknesses; develop and improve
their interpersonal and lifelong skills; and earn salary as they learn to support themselves
during the training. Finally, above all, they will become highly motivated and productive
citizens.

Employer Outcomes
Employers have a crucial role to play in efforts to create connections between
education and work, especially in providing the education sectors with information about
what is really needed in their area of emphasis. The outcomes from the availability of
such a program, including managing costs, effectiveness, and productivity, contribute
significantly to the field of workforce development and to local and state economic
development, and ensure that students receive the right knowledge as they begin to plan
their career. Another outcome is the partnership established with schools and the ability
to provide and address human resource needs. In addition, they will become aware of the
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costs and effectiveness of a long-term recruitment and retention program. Finally, they
will have the opportunity to choose highly motivated students from the school (NCCE
Practitioners Committee, 2007).

College and University Outcomes
Today, many schools are integrating cooperative education programs into their
curricula; these integrations have changed the lives of those students who have engaged
in them. For example, Northeastern University has used this program for almost a century
to provide students with the experiences they need to gain new knowledge, change their
perspectives about the future, and be self-confident about having a better life. One of the
main goals in having such programs at colleges and universities is to establish a good
reputation in the community through the placement of successful students there.
Cooperative program actually may create many outcomes for colleges and
universities, including: increasing enrollments; enhancing the retention of current
students; promoting learning opportunities for students; helping to strengthen the
curricula in order to keep up with modern technology; creating a positive reputation in
business and industry; increasing the employment rate of graduates; increasing alumni
participation (hire students, contribute money, etc.); establishing partnerships with
business, government, and community organizations; and increasing external support by
corporations, foundations, and government grants.
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Social Outcomes
Community participation can influence the development and success of a co-op
program. Recognizing and implementing new programs that change the status of a
region’s economy is one of the main objectives. A community’s involvement in the
success of a cooperative program also influences children success and plays a big rule in
changing their future lives. In Pennsylvania, community organization recognize that this
program prepares the local workforce, enhance community growth, establishes a model
for workforce preparedness, enhances income tax revenue, reduces students’ need for
loans; makes them productive and responsible citizens, and creates industry-education
partnerships (NCCE Practitioners Committee, 2007).

Length of Cooperative Education Program
The timing varies from one school to the next, but timing is not the main target of
this program. A quality program takes more time to achieve because as we all know,
good outcomes require time to accomplish them. The more time given to students’ on-site
to perform their best, the better their performance will be. In addition, the cooperative
coordinator needs more time to make sure he/she is doing the job correctly. As indicated
by the PDE, program coordinators must have enough time to accomplish their
responsibilities.
Responsibilities include: helping students with their career major; matching
students with the right employers; ensuring that activity-based learning takes place;
ensuring that work-based learning takes place; developing training plans for the students;
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developing training agreements with students, teachers, parents, and employers that
include the responsibilities of all parties; involving students in industry by explaining all
aspects of the industry; and last but not least, ensuring that students benefit from this
program (PDE, 2007, p.10).
Studies of cooperative programs have shown that the timing must be flexible and
adequate at the same time. Some schools might have cooperative programs that last a
semester and some may last up to a year. It is all based on how many students are
enrolled in the program, and how many employers are interested in it. A cooperative
coordinator must plan a training program that should include the allocated time of the
training, amount of the wages, amount of time for student-coordinator visits (30 minutes
per month for each visit), and evaluation of the program and student performance.

Other Educational Institutions using Cooperative Education Programs
Many post-secondary institutions around the world use cooperative education
programs today. Many have used them for decades and those that have often find
themselves ahead of other universities in their achievements. At the same time, many
universities are using a program known as the Internship Program. At some universities,
a cooperative program experience differs from an internship experience. They are both
sharing some sort of similar ideas but quite different in content and operation process.
According to officials in the University of Cincinnati Cooperative Education
Program Office, cooperative education programs differ from internship programs in
being more costly and a ―one shot deal‖ (sometimes no more than one semester). Further,
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these may be paid or unpaid programs, and may or may not be connected to student
majors. In addition, internship programs may be add-on programs to the curriculum,
while cooperative programs are integrated into the curriculum. Another difference is that
internships often come at the end of course work, just like the capstone program, while
cooperative program may start in the sophomore year of a student’s career. Consequently,
whatever experience the student acquires onsite can be taken back to the classroom at a
―formative‖ level (http://www.uc.edu/news/NR.asp?id=2940).
At the University of Cincinnati, those who participate in co-op experiences spend
almost 40% of their academic career at the undergraduate level, while those in the
internship program do not have sufficient time during their undergraduate years.
Furthermore, the cooperative program continues to provide experiences, and the
cooperative coordinator and students work together during their academic careers.
Coordinators help students to find the right paid positions in the labor market and ensure
that the experience will enhance their learning, teach them how to be responsible, and
increase their pay. Having the student earn as they learn idea ensures that both sides––
students and employers––benefit from the relationship.
In the U.S., in addition to the University of Cincinnati, the site of the original coop program, many other well-known universities are using this program. These include:
Drexel University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Johnson & Wales University,
Kettering University, Long Island University, Northeastern University, Pace University,
Pennsylvania State University, University of Toledo, and many others around the U.S. In
fact, many other universities prefer to use both internship and co-op programs in different
departments.
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For example, the Pennsylvania State University (Penn State) is using this
cooperative program in the College of Engineering. In 1985, a program called the
Engineering Cooperative & Professional Internship Program was created. This program
has helped more than 12,000 students since its inception to gain local and international
career-related work experience. The Penn State Engineering Program has helped 700–
900 students each year to work in big and small businesses around the country and
internationally, too.
The program offers many events each year that bring to campus government and
industrial employers who are looking for Penn State students. It also provides assistance
to employers in their strategic planning for recruiting within the College of Engineering.
Last but not least, the program enhances the relationship among faculty members,
research centers, and employers (http://www.engr.psu.edu/coop/default.aspx).

Chapter Summary
The primary goal of this study was to examine the role of the UAE University
career training program in preparing senior students for future career jobs. This type of
program was chosen because of previous studies’ claims that UAEU graduates as well as
those from other colleges are neither qualified nor prepared for future jobs. Studies have
shown that young UAE nationals lack hands-on and job skills in comparison to those of
foreign workers in the labor market. Therefore, it was decided to look at this experiential
learning program as a strategy that prepares secondary and post-secondary students with
hands-on skills needed to be job-ready.
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The study used the Pennsylvania Cooperative Education Program as a conceptual
framework because it is successful, unique, and well-known not only in Pennsylvania but
all over the world. The very detailed information attached to this program enabled the
researcher to identify some of the missing factors in the UAEU training program and
update them to meet the standards of this co-op program. Career training programs are no
longer a choice but a must-have for all college students looking for real jobs and to be
competitive upon their graduation.
The country must have well-trained qualified graduates with which to replace
foreign laborers. It must not rely on a massive number of expatriates––an issue that is
considered a threat to the country’s future. The population of foreign workers in the UAE
labor market is about 85% and of nationals, about 15%. Logically, the reverse should be
true. Other factors that influence the country’s workforce include: the offering of
different wages to nationals and foreigners; national attitudes toward certain jobs as
indicated by previous studies; increases in unemployment rates for nationals; and last but
not least, the imbalanced graduation rate between males and females.
The president of the UAE has stated that the government will do whatever is
necessary to educate nationals in the country’s universities so that they are qualified and
competitive in the job market. The government has provided this support from the preschool level through Ph.D. programs by offering/making available quality programs,
tools and equipment, and resources for schools and by hiring qualified teachers from all
over the world. Moreover, the government is providing financial support to nationals so
that they may study abroad at the best colleges and universities or at the country’s higher
education institutions.
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Now, how can education specialists and policy makers re-evaluate and re-adjust
our educational programs, including those that influence career path and career training
programs, to produce highly skilled, qualified nationals for the region’s labor market?
The researcher hopes to contribute to this area of research by exploring and updating the
current career training programs at the UAEU, which provide nearly 3,000 male/female
students every year. This number can have a significant influence on UAE workforce
development. The government has high expectations and complete trust for the new
generation of graduates, especially those from the UAEU.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

In this chapter, the methodology used in this study is described in the following
sections: purpose of the study, research questions, target population and sample,
assumptions of qualitative design, data collection, data recording, secondary data, data
analysis, and research quality (Figure 3.1).

Purpose of the Study
Several employment-related issues were described in chapters 1 and 2––
including: the problem of unskilled national graduates, negative attitudes among
nationals toward certain jobs, and the great demand for nationals in many businesses
sectors, and in the industrial sector in particular, which requires manual labor. Another
major influence on the current workforce is the UAE’s significant dependence on
imported expatriates. This combination of factors led the researcher to seek to identify
possible root causes by approaching them from an education-focused point-of-view.
The study was conducted in the United Arab Emirates University UAEU); the
specific area of study was the UAEU’s career training programs, which are used today as
one of the main human resource development tools. The main purpose of this study was
to examine the role of the UAE University career training programs in preparing senior
students for future careers. A qualitative research strategy was followed in this study.
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Step 1. Identify Research Problem and Purpose

Step 2. Determine Research Questions

Step 3. Identify Target Population and Sample

Step 4. Identify Assumptions of Qualitative Design

Step 5. Data Collection

Step 6. Data Recording

Step 7. Use of Secondary Data

Step 8. Data Analysis

Step 9. Research Quality

Figure 3.1. Sequential Chart of the Research Process
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Research Questions
1. What is the perceived value of the career training program at the UAEU
according to student participants and employers who are providing learning
experiences to students?
a. How will the students describe the characteristics and their experiences with
the university career training program CTP?
b. What are the perceived values and benefits of the CTP experience?
c. How do student experiences shape their opinions of their career?
d. What recommendations will students express about improving this CTP?
e. How will employers describe their experiences with the current CTP?
f. How will UAE local employers describe the level of students’ skills and
knowledge needed to join the workforce?
g. What recommendations will employers offer about improving this CTP?

Target Population and Sample
The sampling strategy used for this study was a criterion sampling strategy, which
is purposeful selection sampling. Criterion sampling was defined by Creswell (2007) as
all cases that gather some criteria. Therefore, the sample units for this descriptive study
were expected to meet three criteria: 1) Participants were 4th-year senior students from
the College of Engineering who had been enrolled in CTP; 2) 12 students were recruited
to participate in this study; and 3) five public and private local industry representatives
and employers who have had students in the past five years and currently offer training to
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UAE University students were selected. The aim of this process was to obtain their
experiences and to explore their perceptions of students’ skills and knowledge.
Participants were twelve students and five employer representatives; this number
provided extremely important information regarding their lived experiences. According
to Patton (1990), he stated that ―qualitative research method enables researchers to
produce a wealthy of detailed information about a much smaller number of people and
cases‖ (p. 14).

Assumptions of Qualitative Design
It was determined by the researcher that qualitative inquiry was the appropriate
research methodology to use in gathering the best results for answering research
questions. Advocating this decision, Creswell (1998) defined qualitative research as:
―…an inquiry process of understanding based on distinct methodological traditions of
inquiry that explore a social or human problem. The researcher builds a complex, holistic
picture, analyzes words, reports detailed views of informants, and conducts the study in a
natural setting‖ (p. 15). Nevertheless, under the qualitative design shown in Table 3.1,
there are five approaches for conducting a qualitative research study. One of these
approaches explores the lived experience of certain groups of people, and is known as the
phenomenology approach. The phenomenology approach is used to explore the essence
of the lived experiences of humans and seeks to gain the truth and a better understanding
of that particular lived experience.
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Table 3.1
Contrasting Characteristics of Five Qualitative Approaches
Characteristics
Focus

Narrative
Research
Exploring the life
of an individual

Phenomenology
Understanding the
essence of the
experience

Ground
Theory
Developing a
theory
grounded in
data from the
field

Type of
Problem Best
Suited for
Design

Needing to all
stories of
individual
experience

Needing to
describe the
essence of lived
phenomenon

Grounded
theory in the
view of
participants

Discipline
Background

Drawing from
humanities
including
anthropology,
literature, history,
psychology, and
sociology
Studying one or
more individuals

Drawing from
philosophy,
psychology, and
education

Drawing from
sociology

Studying several
individuals that
have shared the
experience

Data Collection

Using primarily
interviews and
documents

Using primarily
interviews with
individuals,
although
documents,
observations, and
art may also be
considered

Studying a
process,
action, or
interaction
involving
many
individuals
using
primarily
interviews
with 20-60
individuals

Data Analysis
Strategies

Analyzing data for
stories,
―restorying‖
stories, developing
themes, often
using a chronology

Analyzing data for
significant
statement, meaning
units, textural and
structural
description,
description of the
―essence‖

Analyzing
data through
open coding,
axial coding,
selective
coding

Written Report

Developing
narrative about the
stories of an
individual’s life

Describing the
―essence‖ of the
experience

Generating
theory
illustrated in a
figure

Unite of
Analysis

Ethnography

Case Study

Describing
and
interpreting a
culture-sharing
group

Developing an
in-depth
description and
analysis of case
or multiple
cases
Providing an indepth
understanding
of a case or
cases

Describing
and
interpreting
the shared
patterns of
culture of a
group
Drawing from
anthropology
and sociology

Drawing from
psychology,
law, political
science,
medicine

Studying a
group that
shares the
same culture

Studying an
event, a
program, an
activity, more
than one
individual

Using
primarily
observation
and
interviews, but
perhaps
collecting
sources during
extended time
in field
Analyzing
data through
description of
the culturesharing group;
themes about
the group

Using multiple
sources, such as
interviews,
observations,
documents,
artifacts

Describing
how a culturesharing group
works

Developing
detailed
analysis of one
more cases

Analyzing data
through
description of
the case as well
as cross-case
themes
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The main assumptions in the qualitative mode of inquiry are quite different than
in the quantitative research of inquiry. The researcher sought to conduct this study based
on the intensive involvements in field work required in qualitative research. This study
was supported by using Merriam’s (1988) six assumptions.
1. Qualitative researchers are primarily concerned about the process, instead of
outcomes or products.
2. Researchers are more interested in obtaining meaning—people’s lived
experiences and the structure of their lives.
3. Qualitative researcher is the primary instrument for data collection and analysis.
Data are mediated through a human instrument, rather than through inventories,
questionnaires, or machines.
4. Qualitative research involves fieldwork that requires the researcher to meet people
physically on site or at a setting or organization in order to interview, observe, or
record behavior in its natural sittings.
5. Qualitative research is descriptive of process, meaning, and understanding gained
through words or pictures.
6. The process of qualitative research is inductive, requiring the researcher to build
concepts, abstractions, hypotheses, and theories from details obtained.

Data Collection
Based upon the literature review and best practices for qualitative data collection
in the phenomenology approach as shown in Table 3.1, it was determined that the
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interviews and observations techniques would be the most practical process to use in
conducting this study. Therefore, the foremost techniques in this study were primary data
from interviews with sample members. Certainly, personal face-to-face interviews are the
best way to answer research questions because they are focused and structured according
to open-ended questions (see Appendices D, E). The interviews were held in the months
of June and July 2009 at two separate locations: Graduate School officials asked that
interviews with UAEU students be conducted outside the university campus; they were
conducted at training sites with employers.
Four different types of data were collected: data related to student skills and
knowledge; data on the structure of the current training programs; data on students’
awareness of their career; and data on employer conceptions of the overall quality of the
current training program. The data were collected at the end of the spring semester 2009.
Introductory letters were sent to all interviewees, including head of the Department of
Engineering, program director, and employers (see Appendices A, B, C). They were all
hand-delivered to the site and appointments for interviews were made through the
department coordinator.

Data Recording
A tape recorder was used to record the interviews after obtaining the
interviewees’ permission and notes were taken during the interview as well. All
interviews were conducted in English and only three were not recorded at the
participants’ request. The entire interviews were conducted face-by-face and planned
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ahead of time. An hour was set as the maximum time limit for each interview; all took
between 35 and 55 minutes. In addition, some interviewees were interested in going
beyond the interview questions to chat about their knowledge, offer suggestions, and
provide excellent advice related to improving the quality of their training program
specifically and the entire program in general. Content validity in the structure of the
interview questionnaires were ensured through use of an expert panel. The expert panel
for this research was composed of Penn State faculty members: Dr. Richard A. Walter,
Dr. Edger I. Farmer, Dr. Cynthia Pellock, and Dr. Edger, P. Yoder.

Secondary Data
Secondary data are any data that have been collected in the past and available for
researcher use. Secondary data can be used in both qualitative and quantitative research.
Farmer and Rojewski (2001) indicated that the use of secondary data can fall under one
of the following four categories: 1) requirements and demands set forth by authorities; 2)
benefits of economy, quality, and knowledge production of extant data; 3) impact of
advanced technology on available data; and 4) opportunities for secondary research
(Farmer & Rojewski, 2001, pp. 260–261). In this study, the researcher intended to use
available secondary data that were relevant and could address the study’s questions. Data
included archival documents, newspapers, internal organization library, video tapes, data
saved on a computer, and previous research or studies.
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Data Analysis
The technique used in analyzing data was descriptive. However, the data analysis
process is eclectic; there is no ―right way‖ (Tesch, 1990). In analyzing the data from
qualitative research, the researcher must be aware of several things: collecting
information from the field, sorting the information into categories, formatting the
information into a story or picture, and actually writing the qualitative text or description
(Farmer, 2000, p. 38).
In addition, the researcher considered the eight steps described by Tesch (1990)
that are useful in analyzing interview information. The steps include: reading the entire
transcription to get a sense of general ideas; choosing the shortest and most interesting
interview when devising meanings and ideas; making a list of topics and clustering
related ideas; abbreviating topics as codes and writing the codes next to the appropriate
segments; finding the most descriptive wordings for the topics and turning them into
categories; making final decisions about the abbreviation for each category and
alphabetizing these codes; assembling data materials belonging to each category in one
place and performing a preliminary analysis; and recording existing data (Tesch, 1990, in
Farmer, 2007, p. 39).

Research Quality
This study followed a phenomenological approach to qualitative research. This
approach was chosen because some of the factors were phenomena and had to be
explored as such. Deep investigations of these phenomena, with intense involvement and
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engagement in interviewing and observing participants’ daily experiences, helped in
exploring some of these factors. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), one of the
techniques that increases research’s trustworthiness and quality is prolonged
engagement––such engagement ensures credibility. Establishment of credibility involves
lengthy and intensive contact with the respondents or the phenomena in the field to assess
possible sources of distortion and especially to identify saliencies in the situation. In
addition, triangulation techniques were used to capture multiple sources of data,
including archival documents, employers’ pervious and current reports, and students’
final projects.

Chapter 4
Results

The purpose of this qualitative research study was to examine the role of the UAE
University career training programs in preparing senior students for future jobs. In order
to fulfill this purpose, the researcher first explored the characteristics of the current career
training program available at the university, specifically in the Department of
Engineering. Next, students’ perceptions of their experiences with the career training
program and their awareness of their future jobs were explored and examined. Finally,
local industry’s perceptions of the UAE University training program and their
experiences with previous and current senior students were examined.
This chapter is organized into three major sections. The first section contains a
profile of student and employer participants. The second section is comprised of a
summary of the findings for each research question, based on responses from students
and employer participants. Interviewee responses and the research questions are ordered
according to the list presented in chapter 1. The data description is provided in this
section along with informants’ quotes that serve to illustrate and substantiate the findings
for each of the research questions. Descriptive analysis techniques were adopted from
Farmer (2000). These included the following: information was collected from the field,
sorted into categories, formatted into a story and picture, and finally written as qualitative
text and descriptions (Farmer, 2000, p. 38). Tables and figures provided in this section
support information provided on the descriptive tasks. The last section summarizes the
collected findings.
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Student Participants’ Profile
Participants were primarily engineering students from the UAE University. There
were 12 student participants in this study. The researcher’s goal was to have 15
participants in this study, including three students from each of the five departments
within the engineering department. While it was not difficult to find students, most were
preparing for finals and the summer holiday, which made it difficult to find students
willing to participate. A total of 15 students were contacted and committed to participate,
but did not show up for interviews.
Students were selected randomly by the head of the industrial training program.
The researcher contacted the head of the training program, Dr. Nabil Bastaki, on June 1,
2009 via email to ask him to participate in the study by randomly selecting a sample of
senior students from his 1st- and 2nd-semester training list. The researcher was concerned
about the possibility of not having enough student participants due to finals and the
summer holiday. Fortunately, Dr. Bastaki was very cooperative and personally contacted
30 students who were enrolled in the fall and spring semesters in the industrial training
program. All had been randomly selected from his computer list; he asked them to
cooperate and participate in this study (Appendix G). Dr. Bastaki was provided with a
complete explanation of the study and the interview techniques.
The researcher received an email from the head of the training program,
approving participation by his students (Appendix H) along with the selected participants
list. The list contained participant names, email addresses, major departments, home
residence, telephone numbers, and their training company. Next, participants were
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contacted via phone to arrange the time and locations for the interviews. In addition, the
researcher was given a timetable of senior-year student project presentations so that he
could observe their final-year project and their accomplishments at the end of their spring
semester. This contact enabled the researcher to recruit five students after their
presentations.
As mentioned earlier, all engineering students were selected randomly; there were
four electrical engineering students, two architecture students, two mechanical
engineering students, one chemical engineering, one petroleum engineering student, one
civil and environmental engineering student, and one chemical and petroleum
engineering student. The first five students were interviewed during their final project
presentation days in the month of June, and the other seven students were interviewed
separately in July. The timing of each interview varied and was maintained throughout
the interviews according to the nature of each interview (Table 4.1).
All interviewees were given an introduction to the interview and a description of
their rights as research participants during the interview. In addition, the researcher
requested permission to tape-record the interview. Next, they were asked to read and sign
the consent form indicating their willingness to participate in this research study (see
Appendix F). Table 4.1 shows each student’s specialty, time spent on each interview, and
location of the interview.
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Table 4.1
Student Participants’ Interviews and Location Timetable
Date
Interview
(2009)
Location
1

June 4th

2

June 4th

3

June 4th

4

June 4th

5

June 4th

6

July

7

July

8

July

UAE University
Graduation Project &
Examination Day
UAE University
Graduation Project &
Examination Day
UAE University
Graduation Project &
Examination Day
UAE University
Graduation Project &
Examination Day
UAE University
Graduation Project &
Examination Day
Dubai Festival Mall
(Coffee Shop)
Dubai Festival Mall
(Coffee Shop)
Sharjah Coffee Shop

9

July

Alain, Almaqam 80

10

July

Alain, Almaqam 80

11

July

Phone Interview

12

July

Alain, Almaqam 80

Major

Time

Electrical Eng.

35 mins.

Electrical Eng.

40 mins.

Chemical Eng.

28 mins.

Architecture
Eng.

25 mins.

Architecture
Eng.

30 mins.

Electrical Eng.

42 mins.

Mechanical
Eng.
Civil & Env.
Eng.
Electrical Eng.

44 mins.

Mechanical
Eng.
Petroleum Eng.

30 mins.

Chemical & Pet.
Eng.

35 mins.

30 mins.
35 mins.

25 mins.

Employer Participants’ Profile
Five companies were selected randomly by Dr. Bastaki from the universitybusinesses partnership list. The partnership list contains around 267 public/private
businesses and includes national and business/industrial companies that provide students
with good opportunities and a variety of options as they select their desired sector. As
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shown in Table 4.2, the selected companies for this study were in the governmental sector
and located in a three different cities: Abu Dhabi, Sharjah, and Fujairah city.

Table 4.2
Employer Participants’ Interviews Timetable
Interview
Date

Company Name

Time

1

June

Sharjah Municipality

45 mins.

2

July

Abu Dhabi Aircraft Tech

50 mins.

3

July

Sharjah Civil & Planning

42 mins.

4

August

Fujairah Port

25 mins.

5

August

Abu Dhabi Ship Building

30 mins.

The employer participants received an introductory letter from the researcher (see
Appendix C), followed by phone calls to set up the interview. Each interviewee was
given a consent form to read and sign prior to each interview. The researcher made sure
that these companies had provided training for the engineering department in the past in
order to meet the selection criteria for the research.

Interview Findings
The major goal of this study was to examine the lived experiences of the UAEU
students and local employers involved in the current career training program. In the next
section, findings relating to the student participants are discussed, followed by findings
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from the employer participants’ interviews. The overall research question for this study
was: What is the perceived value of the current career training program at the UAEU
according to student participants and employers who are providing learning experiences
to students?

Student Participants
The researcher spent 8–10 minutes with each student introducing the study and
the interview process. The interviews began with background questions for two reasons.
Spradley (1979) recommended starting the interview with very basic or general questions
in order to acclimate the interviewee to the interview process. Second, doing so ensures
the participant’s confidence in the process and thereby ensures the acquisition of pure and
valid data. The opening questions that the interviewees were asked included: ―describe
yourself to me and your social world‖, ―describe what your school life is‖, and ―what
other activities do you do beside school work‖?
Nearly all of the respondents provided great details about themselves. They
indicated that they were focused on their career, had a vision, were hard-working
students, and were following in the steps of either family members or friends. They
described their school life as an important stage in their life and felt they had chosen one
of the best universities in the country. Only two negative thoughts were indicated by two
students––both indicated surprise that the university’s curricula were more focused on
theories rather than practical tasks. However, they were happy that they were going to
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graduate soon and had completed this stage successfully. The following section contains
questions and summary findings relating to the main research question.

Research Question a - How will the students describe the characteristics and their
experiences with the university career training program CTP?

Interview participants were asked to describe the characteristics of the training
program. Briefly, the Department of Engineering has a separate training program from
the university major training program, called the Internship Work Integrated Learning
(Iwil). The engineering department’s program is called the Industrial Training Program
(ITP). The head of this program is Dr. Nabil Bastaki, who is a faculty member who
specializes in computer engineering. He is also the head of the industrial training and
graduation project units. The objectives of this program according to the university
website are listed in Table 4.3:

Table 4.3
Objectives of the Current Industrial Training Program
Objectives
1

Professional awareness

2

Ability to work under direction

3

Ability to work independently (Motivation)

4

Efficiently completing tasks

5

Punctuality

6

Organizational skills

7

Communication skills

8

Innovation and originality

9

Relationship with managers and colleagues
Source: (http://www.engg.uaeu.ac.ae/departments/units/tra/index.shtml)
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Almost all of the students indicated the same responses relating to program
characteristics, including: semester planner for training program (see Appendix I), list of
companies available for students to choose from, one full semester of training program,
weekly report, final report, final presentation, and two assessment sheets provided by the
program (see Appendices J, L, M, P). Two supervisors were assigned—a university
faculty member and an onsite supervisor determined by the site. The ITP did not contain
an incentive, such as rewards or salaries. Some students were paid and some were not—
this depended on the site. As indicated by two students who were paid, the sites paid
them as a reward at the end of the training program.
Student participants were also asked a question about their lived experience with
CTP. The question was: ―How did you find the training experience?‖ Approximately
44% of the student participants found that the training program was practical and very
beneficial and was good experience for them, while 44% o were disappointed and found
it impractical. The latter indicated that they were frustrated and not happy with the
training process, which they felt had not successfully prepared them for future jobs. Two
indicated that they were placed at the wrong site for training and the university was aware
of this. When asked if they had tried to contact the university program supervisor or head
of the training program, they said that they had but the university supervisor’s response
was to: ―…do your best and try to learn as much as you can‖.
The remaining 12% reported that the training itself was a new experience for
them; they had never been involved in this type of experience before. They reported
gaining new information and other soft skills. Table 4.4 presents a summary of
participants’ lived experiences with the CTP.
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Table 4.4
Participants’ Description of Characteristics and Their Lived Experiences with CTP
Opinion & Value
Beneficial

Frequency of Response
7

Percentage
28

Practical (Hands-on-skills)

4

16

New Experience

3

12

Impractical

5

20

Disappointed

6

24

Total

25

100

(N=12)

Research Question b - What are the perceived values and benefits of the CTP
experience?
Interview participants were asked to describe whether they benefited from the
program or not. Fifty-eight percent (58%; 7) indicated that they had benefited from the
program. They found it to be a practical experience and learned new information and
skills. Two students indicated that they were asked to attend workshops outside the
company in order to learn how to use software and applications in electrical engineering
and in architecture engineering. One had been attending site work everyday, a new
experience, and he struggled at the beginning before getting used to it. He noted that he
was lucky with the project’s location––a governmental project taking place near his
home. He also felt fortunate to be assigned to assist in supervision and observe a real-life
work environment. One student was very happy about the training program: ―. . . I have
seen the real life job and I have learned the most from it and I think I am ready for job
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employment‖. She added, ―I can see my future career from now; I think I have achieved
my goal, and I wish I have done more of this during my school years‖.
Another student example:
. . . I think the company has given me all what I need. I have benefited from the
training, even though, the daily training hour was too long and I used to start at
7am and finish 6pm.

Most of the seven students said that the site supervisor was very cooperative and
made the training easy to accomplish. However, they indicated that it varied from one
company to the next. Some of their friends complained that their supervisors were not
supportive of them and they were not happy about some aspects of the program.
Participants were asked to describe the types of new information and skills they gained
during their training period. They pointed out two types of skills: soft skills and hard
skills. Soft skills included: communication skills, team work, using guide books,
conducting research about real-life projects using an internal site library, and performing
multiple administrative jobs. In addition, they also practiced hard job skills such as:
attending a site every day, tracking daily work, using tools and machines, and working on
big government projects such as buildings, the metro line, and landscaping. One
participant who received training in a private-sector company received an award from the
employer for his excellent performance on a big government project.
Conversely, 41.6% reported that they had not benefited from the training program
and most felt that they had not gained real practical experience. Their assigned job was
limited to observing and asking questions. When the participant asked why, the
supervisor told them that the equipment was expensive or they were not to perform such
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a task. These five participants were not happy about the training due to a lack of
planning, design, and organization. The following quote is one example of these students’
attitude toward their experience in the training program:
. . . I think I have wasted four months in the training program with the company
they send me to. Can you believe it, there was no task assigned for me. I go to site
every day without knowing why I am going there and what I am going to do. I see
this training is only a requirement or a session that needs to be done in order to
graduate only.

Another student quote:
. . . I didn’t benefit that much from the training program. The trainer onsite told
me, there is no use of this training, he told me because I will have to do it again
when I get a real job. Surprisingly, he told me one time, company has a secret and
she must not know everything. To be honest with you, I have not done any handson-skills; I was ignored most of the time. One thing I was really happy with is
that I learned how to use new software that actually took me only few hours to
learn it.

In an attempt to further connect school to business, interview participants were
asked, ―Do you see a connection between what you have learned in your college courses
and what you have learned and experienced in the training program?‖. Nearly 83% stated
that there was no connection between what they had learned in school and what they had
gained from participating in the training program. Sixty-six percent reported that all of
their time at school was spent focusing on theoretical information. They blamed the
school curriculum––for example, ―the curriculum is old, curriculum must be updated‖,
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and ―curriculum is only problem solving and the entire projects were mainly projects
finished on papers‖.
Research Question c - How do student experiences shape their opinions about
their career?
When participants were asked how they viewed their career compared to what
they did and observed in the training program, 100% of the participants stated that they
were in the right career and they were going in the right direction. However, they were
concerned about finding a suitable job after graduation. Two females indicated that the
culture might be an issue when it came to the location of the job. In fact, one female
participant changed her major in the first year because she had been told that it would be
difficult to find a job near her home. In addition, she stated that her husband refused to
consider the idea of seeking a job in another city. She indicated that she lived in a city
where jobs related to her major were hard to get; even if she did get a job, the pay would
be less than what she would get in a big city.
As she explained this issue:
. . . Unfortunately, all the good pay jobs are located in big cities like Dubai and
Abu Dhabi, and the pay is way higher than my city.

They were then asked to name some of the industries or businesses in which they
hoped to work after graduation. Almost 67% of the participants mentioned governmental
sectors and noted their desire to work in them. Another 17% knew several private
businesses or industries and were looking forward to working for them. A follow-up
question focused on their knowledge of the benefits, locations, and characteristics of
these companies. The 67% only knew names and locations and little information about
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salary offers. The other 17% had done some research by looking at what opportunities
were out there and what was best for them. The other 17% were unaware of their options.
Table 4.6 presents a summary of the sectors in which participants desired employment.

Table 4.5
Students’ Most Desired Sectors
Desired Sectors for
Career/Job

Frequency of
Responses

# of Responses

% Responses
Per Item

Government
Sectors
Government & Private
Sectors

8

8

66.68

2

2

16.66

Don’t know

2

2

16.66

Total

12

12

100.0%

(N=12)
Research Question d. What recommendations will students express about
improving this CTP?
Students were asked, based on their lived experience, what they would say if
someone asked them about improving their career training program. In other words, what
recommendation would they offer to make this industrial training program better for
future students? The most frequent comment about improving the CTP had to do with
strengthening university/business communications. Eighty-three percent indicated that
communication with businesses is the major key in a successful career training program.
The majority of the participants stated that the university had very little communication
with the sites. They added that the university was unaware of student life on site.
Roughly 67% stated that the university supervisors needed to increase their visits
to the sites. Students were really concerned about the supervisor’s visits because they
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thought there was no active communication or cooperation between the university and the
businesses.
An example of participants’ quotes follows:
. . . More site visits from the university supervisor will make training much easier
and beneficial on students. We did not see any linkage between what we have
leaned in school and job requirements, and this is what we hope to see the
university create in future.

Further:
. . . University must go and see what training program businesses have for
students. Supervisor must make arrangements with business to do weekly visits.
He must look at my everyday task and see if I need help or not. Right now, they
find you a site and this is consider being big thing to them.

And again:
. . . Supervisors visit is not enough; however, when he comes it has to be for a
purpose, not watching only. I have not seen any training plan for any of the
students, but I’ve heard some companies create really good plans for students to
follow. I wish I had an opportunity to go there. But right now it’s too late to say
that.

Second, 50% reported that the criteria being used by the university to select the
sites for students are insufficient. They declared that the criteria did not give them an
option to choose another site or favored site, especially for female students. Moreover,
the researcher found that two of the participants were placed at the wrong type of site.
Those two sites provided skills and information unrelated to their major. However, the
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researcher found that the university was trying to find a site for one student that was near
or in the same city where the student lived. This was especially a priority for female
students, out of respect for the culture. In two of the students’ cases, they stated that the
university could not find a site for them so they were placed at sites where they felt they
had wasted four months of learning.
As one student put it:
. . . I suggest that the university must ensure that they post the right companies in
their list and these companies must really care about student life and future. Or
they should give me the opportunity to contact companies prior to the training to
find the right company by my own. Honestly, the supervisor of the company was
feeling very sorry for me. He told me that he is not happy of the way the program
works and if it remains like that, they will not cooperate with them anymore. I
suggest they should place the right person in the right place and in the right time.

Third, 50% of the participants reported that the university needed to ensure
learning was taking place on site. Accordingly, sending students to a site without a
follow-up procedure could result in failed training. They recommended that the university
communicate more with the training sites in order to create a more productive learning
environment on site. Doing so would promote learning, including: performing hands-onskills, taking a role in a project, developing their communication skills, and enhancing
their thinking skills.
Five students recommended that the university update the curricular content,
especially with regard to software applications. Students suggested that the university
enhance the curriculum by connecting theory and practice. In fact, they believed that the
university needed to implement new software in the curriculum because they had found
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during their work experiences that their employers were using more advanced
applications than were currently being used by the university (41.6%).
Another recommendation presented had to do with creating training or a guiding
plan for work placements and providing an orientation prior to the training (33.3%). Four
students stated that the training period was too short and needed to be increased if
students were to be expected to have a good work experience. They further suggested that
if increasing time was not possible, they could structure a program in the curriculum that
added summer training each year for at least one month. Doing so would enhance
students’ careers and knowledge, and prepare highly skilled graduates. They added that
this program could be optional for students, not mandatory. Table 4.7 summarizes the
finding-related recommendations for Research Question d.

Table 4.6
Participants’ Recommendations for the CTP
Recommendations
Frequency of
Responses
Enhance Communication with
16
Businesses (P)
Creating Productive Learning
10
Environment (E)
Supervisor Visits (P)
8

# of
Responses
10

% Responses
Per Item
83.8

6

50.0

8

66.6

Improve Program
& Curriculum (P)
Site Selection Criteria (P)

8

5

41.6

6

6

50.0

Establish Summer Training
(P/E)
Request Salary (P/E)

5

5

41.6

5

4

33.3

Increase Training Time (P)

4

4

33.3

Career Orientation (P)

3

3

25.0

(N=12)
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Employer Participants
The major goal of this study was to examine the role of the UAE University
career training program in preparing senior students for future careers. In the next
section, findings for the second part of the question having go do with employer
perceptions toward the CTP are discussed. The major research question for this study
was: What is the perceived value of the current career training program at the UAEU
according to student participants and employers who are providing learning experiences
to students?
Employers were selected for participation in this study because improving
workforce training is the goal of this process. Without a collaborative process that
includes educators and employers’ representatives, students are not able to acquire the
skills necessary to be successful in the workplace today. Thus, representatives from five
sectors were selected to contribute to this study by sharing their perceptions of university
students and the career training program. As previously discussed, these five sector
representatives were selected randomly by Dr. Nabil Bastaki from the program
university/business partnership list.

Research Question e. How will employers describe their experiences with current
CTP?
The employer participants had an opportunity to describe the characteristics of the
career training program currently located at the UAEU. The researcher asked this
question to ascertain employer perceptions toward program content and the operational
process. In that sense, three employers indicated that they usually receive letters from the
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university asking them for their approval and willingness to train students. These letters
usually contained student names, majors, and times for training. If they approved the list,
they then requested students’ applications and lists of courses or a transcript to identify
those students’ competencies. Two other employers stated that since they were new to
UAEU cooperation, they only received a phone call from the head of the program asking
them if they could accept students for training.
Further, employers were asked if any meetings were conducted prior to the
training program or if they had participated in any meetings in the past to discuss student
training. Nearly all reported that no meetings had taken place before the interview with
the researcher. Except for the day of the university supervisor’s visit, they might discuss
how things were going in relation to student performance. However, according to the
interviews with these five employers, the university supervisor’s visit only occurred once
during the training program.

As one employer explained:
. . . Up until today, there are no meetings scheduled in the program or have taking
place regarding student placement. Right now we receive a letter from the
university asking us to except this number of students, sometimes they send us
one or two and sometimes more. We have never sat as an official meeting with
the university or supervisor to identify student training tasks. When we get the
student, we conduct a small interview for her/him, and then based upon that we
set up the training plan. I am personally, never seen the university supervisors, I
only maybe talk to couple of them by phone, I know they are probably busy, but it
should not be hard to get them by phone. I have tried so many times and I always
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leave a message but nobody call me back. I hope we get this solved for student
benefit.

All of the representatives from the five sectors indicated that the students were
required to complete a weekly report and then prepare a final report for the final
presentation that is required by the university. Assessment sheets were also provided by
the university to use in evaluating students’ performance (see Appendix P). Two
companies stated that they prepared their own performance assessment for the trainees.
The university requests that training take place according to the regular semester plan.
Representatives from all five sectors indicated that students were not receiving salary at
the present time. Only one sector representative––the Sharjah Municipality—stated that if
the municipality requested students in the summer, they paid them. As the head of the
training department in the Sharjah Municipality stated:

. . . It is only when we request number of students to work with us in the summer,
than we are committed to pay them, other than that we have no code for paying
them so far but we are working on this matter.

Employers were next asked about the progress of the program and whether they
felt it was working properly. All five employers’ participants indicated that it appeared to
be working well so far. As an example, the Head of Training for Abu Dhabi ship building
stated:
. . . It is fantastic, like to work with the UAEU students, So far we had four
students, and we never had problems.
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Then they were asked about the process for the entire program. Three company
representatives stated that they sometimes receive too many students. They indicated that
they cannot hire them all and ended up rejecting some of them, which they did not like to
see happen. They stated that it happened because they were giving training opportunities
to students from other universities and colleges. Another major issue raised by the five
sector representatives was the poor communication process with the university. They
claimed that there was no continuous communication with the university and that neither
had set up meetings in the past.
As one employer stated:
. . . I have been working with the UAEU students for a good number of years and
I have never had problem with them, except communicating with the university is
my concern as I told you, It will be better if we meet more regularly.

Research Question f. How will UAE local employers describe the level of
students’ skills and knowledge needed to join the workforce?
Employer participants were asked to state their views of the UAEU students in
general. Each participant noted that they were very good students, very active, and well
organized, and that they possessed good communication skills.
As one employer mentioned:

. . . I think the UAEU students are very talented, well-mannered students, very
active on site, and follow the instructions more comparing to higher college of
technology students.
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Furthermore, when employers were asked for their impressions of student skills
and knowledge, they were all satisfied with the knowledge demonstrated by students.
However, they all acknowledged that the students still lacked some practical experience.
When the researcher asked for comments on the types of practical experiences they were
expecting from students, two mentioned that students still had some fears in their hearts
and resisted working on outside projects. Examples of these projects included
construction sites, roads, buildings, and civil projects. Adding to that, students were
unaware of what the real jobs required and missed the real meaning of the job. They felt
that those issues needed to be learned in schools. They indicated that it would take time
for these students to adjust in the workplace.
As one of them stated:

. . . When student first time shows up, I tell him/her how much hard work they do
at home. I ask them, do you like to use your hands a lot. Then I start telling them
what type of jobs we have for them and required to be done, and at the same time
I look at them to see what their attitudes or impressions look like. In general, we
start with them from the beginning, telling them what they can do and what they
can’t. Therefore, some of them are very quick responding, and some of them
require us to spend more time with them.
During the follow-up question period, the employers once again were asked a
question related to students’ attitudes about learning and toward their future goals. All
five employer representatives reported that students were willing to learn and very active,
and most were aware of their future. One employer indicated that if the student did not
have an interest, it was because he had been placed in the wrong type of site––he had had
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that experience in the past. It appeared that the university selected all the sites for the
students.
The researcher added a question related to findings from previous studies which
have indicated that businesses blame the education system for failing to help students
obtain necessary skills and knowledge. They were asked what they thought about that
particular claim. Three of the employers felt the claim was true. They mentioned that up
to the present, there had been no strong linkage between businesses and educational
institution. They suggested that schools must visit industries and businesses more often in
order to build links between educational centers and the labor market.
As one employer stated:
Our education is mainly general knowledge and is more oriented toward theorybased-knowledge. Our kids today they are good in memorization. I think they
need to go out and explore more the world of work. Education centers must
organize fields’ trip more often for students to explore the wok place. They need
to connect student mind in order for the students to be aware of what is out there
or what to expect.

The other two employers disagreed with these findings from previous studies.
They felt that the conclusion was not completely correct, and that the education system
was very strong. One employer said that this claim could have been accurate three years
prior, but today she sees locals as being much different. Another employer asserted that
the UAE students were very strong in math and science and very knowledgeable in
general. However, he added that they lacked some soft skills and were not quite prepared
for a job. The employers were asked if they had hired any students whom they had
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trained in the past and how these students explained their experiences. Of the five
employers, only one government sector employer had hired an engineering student from
the UAEU. That person stated that the student was happy about the training, learned new
information, and wished he had more time in training. The other four sector
representatives reported that they had never hired students from the UAEU engineering
department. They cited different reasons:
According to one employer:
. . . We never had enough students for training and that is why maybe; I also can
say another reason is because some students are already reserved by different
sectors or companies or they already have in mind specific target; also I can say
that our salary is not really high as the other sectors, and this is a problem we
facing.

In addition, two employers had the same reasons in mind as the first––low salary
package. One indicated that women refused to work in their company due to the culture
in the UAE which prevents them from working in a place where the majority of workers
are men. Another employer stated that they had hired UAEU students but they were all
from the business department. He thought that the site was not motivated to hire other
students, due perhaps in part to a lack of communication with the engineering
department, but they were happy to hire students if they chose to do so.
As employer put it:
. . . I think the UAEU students are not motivated to work with us, I don’t know
why? Is it because we do have more hard work jobs or we don’t communicate
enough…I don’t know. We are looking for citizens’ engineers and we have some
opportunities for them.
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Research Question g. What recommendations will employers offer about
improving this CTP?
Employer participants provided recommendations in two major areas relating to
improving the current training program: the industrial training program, and the role of
the university in the program. In terms of the training program, briefly, they suggested
increasing communications with business/industry and indicated different goals for that,
such as creating training plans, discussing goals and objectives, and discussing students’
senior projects. In terms of the university role, almost all five employers agreed upon the
responsibility of the university for the students’ careers. They suggested that the
university help students, especially freshmen, in planning their future careers. Employers
also recommended that the university engineering department update its curriculum in
order to connect theory and practice, identify skills needed for the labor market, create an
annual workshop that involved government programs, ensure that all 4th-year senior
students attend a career fair to see what opportunities exist for them, establish a research
and development unit in the university to enhance students’ research skills, and
implement an optional short summer training program every year for students. Several
examples of employers’ comments on these topics follow, below.

. . . I think the university should look deeply into the labor market demands and
future trends in order to enhance career awareness of students.
. . . My recommendation is that the university must establish research and
development unit in the university. It is very important to enhance students’
research and projects.
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. . . I would like to see more investment on the new generation. Government can
have a big impact on shaping students career. University should create onsite
workshops for students with the help of the governmental programs such as
Emiratisation at least once a year.
. . . I don’t see the engineering association is active, I was wondering why? And I
would like the university to support this association and encourage more activities
outside the campus. They need to connect them self to outside world and other
universities.

Chapter Summary
Findings relating to students’ and employers’ perceptions and assessments of the
current career training program were presented in this chapter. The results were based on
senior engineering students’ lived experiences during their last-year training program;
and on local employers’ experiences in providing learning experiences to UAEU
students. Findings affected answers to the main research question and seven subquestions. Tables and quotations included in this chapter highlight the lived experiences
of both students and employers and cite their recommendations for improving the current
training program. The techniques used in analyzing data were adopted from Farmer
(2000), including collecting information from the field, sorting the information into
categories, formatting the information into a story or picture, and actually writing the
qualitative text or description (Farmer, 2000, p. 38).
In summarizing the findings to fulfill the purpose of this study, let’s look again at
the Department of Engineering in the UAEU and particularly on its program, known as
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the Industrial Training Program. The characteristics and requirements of this program are
as follows: providing students with one semester of training in local and international
business and industry; weekly reports, a final report, and a final presentation. Two
supervisors are assigned from the university and work with employers to follow up on the
training process. Assessment sheets are provided by the university to be used by the
university supervisor and employer supervisor in evaluating students’ performance.
Finally, the program does not offer financial incentives such as rewards or salaries.
The students’ perceptions of the career training program were as follows: 44%
were satisfied and had a great experience; another 44% found it impractical and were
disappointed due to the operational process. The remaining 12% found it a new
experience and learned new information and skills. Almost 100% of the student
participants stated that what they performed in the training program is what they want to
do after they graduate, even though two indicated that they had been placed at the wrong
type of site. They indicated the placement would inform their future career and they were
heading in the right direction. However, 67% were aiming for a government sector
position and only 17% were willing to work in the private sector.
Five employers were selected to participate in this study; their participation was
sought in order to gain a better understanding of their perceptions of the career training
program and students’ skills and knowledge. All five employer representatives indicated
that the program was working well––there had been no serious problems in the past.
However, the entire employer representative group agreed that the communication
process with the university was the major issue and concern of the employers. There was
no continuous communication with the university and no meetings to discuss the
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structure of the CTP. Nevertheless, the employers were satisfied with students’ manners
and performance. They were happy with students’ knowledge. They noted that students
still lacked some practical experiences. Two employers stated that students were unaware
of what was required by a real job and missed the real meaning of the job due to their
lack of experience with that type of work.

Chapter 5
Conclusion, Discussion, and Recommendations

The previous four chapters contain information on the rationale for this research
study, followed by descriptions of the purpose of the study and the research questions; a
literature review related to the study topic; and a description of the research methodology
used in conducting the study. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the
findings, followed by conclusions about the research findings, discussion of those
findings, and recommendations for future research.

Study Overview
The purpose of this research study was to examine the role of the UAE University
career training programs in preparing senior students for future jobs. Several criteria were
selected for this examination: students’ perceptions of their lived experiences with career
training programs and awareness of future jobs; characteristics of career training
programs available at the University, specifically in the Department of Engineering; and
local industry’s perceptions of UAE University career training programs and senior
students’ experiences.
While a good deal is known about career training programs in secondary and
post-secondary education and in training and development, very little is known about
qualitative studies––few articles and documents have explored the new generation’s
perceptions of and thoughts about their careers and experiences with these training
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programs. Therefore, for this study it was decided to use qualitative research inquiry in
the form of the phenomenology approach in order to learn about the lived experiences of
students and local employers with the current career training program at the United Arab
Emirates University. The researcher was less interested in exploring the outcomes of the
program than in examining the current program based upon student and employer
experiences.
Twelve students were chosen from the Department of Engineering who had just
finished their career training program. These students were selected randomly by the
head of the training department to participate in the study. All twelve students were from
different engineering majors, including four electrical engineering students, two
architecture students, two mechanical engineering students, one chemical engineering,
one petroleum engineering student, one civil & environmental engineering student, and
one chemical & petroleum engineering student. The study also included five local
employers chosen to obtain relative and supportive information and gain key insights into
current students and the training program.
The primary technique used to collect data was face-to-face interviews with
participants. Four different types of data were collected: data related to student skills and
knowledge; data on the structure of the current training program; data on students’
awareness of their career; and data on employer conceptions of the overall quality of the
current training program.
Certainly, the relationship between schools and businesses is a very critical factor
indicating the level of transition of learning from school-based learning to work-based
learning. However, this can be a very complex transition so that a significant amount of
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time may be required to establish constructive collaborations with businesses to promote
the right skills and knowledge for students. Ensuring the transfer of the right skills and
knowledge remains the main key elements in preparing a new and healthy workforce,
especially in light of the recent downturn in the global economy.
Today, most jobs require postsecondary education, forcing many high school
students to enroll in a higher education institution in order to advance their careers and
prepare them with right skills. Consequently, as technology and knowledge advance from
day after day, postsecondary institutions have become the main source of highly skilled
laborers who are able to ensure the availability of a competitive workforce in the global
economy. Thus, career training programs today have become one of the main tools in
preparing new generations for the world of work and ensuring that students have a
smooth transition from school to work.
Today, the situation in the UAE has raised many concerns among educators and
professionals. Rapid changes in the composition of the UAE population––primarily an
increase in the population of foreign expatriates rendering it three times that of UAE
nationals––have led to great challenges in terms of structure of the UAE workforce. In
fact, the education system has been blamed for failing to prepare the new generation with
the right skills and knowledge needed for the workforce. In addition, local graduates are
more likely to seek public-sector than private-sector jobs. In fact, the UAE workforce
today is in desperate need of highly skilled nationals––this topic has received almost
daily attention in the country’s newspapers. Thus, the main purpose of this study was to
explore the lived experience of the UAEU students and local employers and examine
their perceptions of the current career training program and its characteristics.
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The main research question for this research study was: What is the perceived
value of the career training program at the UAEU according to student participants and
employers who are providing learning experiences to students? The sub-questions were:
(a) how will students describe the characteristics and their experiences with the university
career training program (CTP); (b) what are the perceived value and benefits of the CTP
experience; (c) how do student experiences shape their opinions of their career; (d) what
recommendations will students express about improving this CTP; (e) how will
employers describe their experiences with the current CTP; (f) how will UAE local
employers describe the level of students’ skills and knowledge needed to join the
workforce; and (g) what recommendations will employers offer about improving this
CTP?

Findings
Here, findings are offered relating information provided by student participants,
followed by employer representatives/participants.

Student Participants
Research Question a - How will students describe the characteristics and their
experiences with the university CTP?

The United Arab Emirates University Department of Engineering has a separate
program not found in other departments today. This program is known as the Industrial
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Training Program. Its characteristics are as follows: one-semester training period in local
and international business and industry; and required weekly report, final report, final
presentation related to their experience, and presentation on their final project. Two
supervisors are assigned to each student––one from the university and one from the
employer––to follow up on the training process. Two assessment sheets are provided by
the university to both supervisors to use in assessing student performance. Finally, the
program has no incentives such as rewards or salaries.
At the beginning of each year senior students must register for a training program
in order to graduate. Students must fill out an application and select three different
potential work sites from the university/business partnership lists. This study found that
while the program has very good objectives and offers relatively good instructions in
terms of providing students with templates and forms for the weekly report, final report
and final presentation guidelines, at least two students were not pleased with the selection
criteria. They indicated that they were placed at the wrong sites and felt that if this could
happen to them, it could happen to many other students over the last twenty years.
Indeed, if this were true, how could the student placed at the wrong site be able to prepare
and submit weekly reports? How would the student be able to present, and what type of
presentation would the student give, at the end of the training program?
As mentioned earlier the program did not include any incentives such as rewards
or salary, but these were available depending on the company. Some companies do
provide students with salary and rewards and some do not. In fact, students appeared to
be jealous of other students they believed to be receiving more/better opportunities and
rewards than they felt they were receiving at their company.
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It was also found that while university supervisors are required to visit sites twice
during the training period, 67% of students indicated that university supervisors must
increase the number of their visits. Supervisors mainly visit once during the training;
however, four students indicated that the supervisors had never visited them.

Research Question b - What are the perceived value and benefits of the CTP
experience?

According to study findings, 58% of the student participants were satisfied with
the program and believed that it offered good practical experience and was very
beneficial. They learned new information and gained practical skills and were happy
about it. On the other hand, 42% found it impractical and were disappointed. These
students reported that their assigned job was only to watch and ask questions. They had
no practical experience and they were neglected. Two students were told that they could
not touch the equipment because the equipment was expensive, while another student
was told that she did not need to work hard on her training because if she were to receive
a real job, they would provide her with training from scratch.
In addition, nearly 83% stated that there was no connection between the
knowledge they acquired from the training program and the knowledge they gained from
classes at the university. Almost 66% indicated that this was due to the fact that the
university focused more on theories than on practical tasks. The curriculum also was
cited as being inconsistent; further, several stated that the software and applications used
in the curriculum were outdated.
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Research Question c - How do student experiences shape their opinions about
their career?

Almost 100% of student participants stated that what they performed in the
training program is what they wanted to do after graduation. They indicated that this
experience related to their career and they are heading in the right direction. However,
surprisingly, 67% planned to seek work in government sectors and only 17% were
willing to work in private sectors; the other 17% was unaware of future jobs. In general,
most of the governmental sectors do not require blue-collar jobs––one of the reasons
students are heading toward the public sectors.
The study found that students who lived in the northern cities were more
concerned about their future job locations. The governmental sectors in big cities like
Abu Dhabi, Dubai, and Sharjah provide higher salaries than small cities. Male students
were more likely to go for these jobs in big cities; however, girls were more likely to seek
jobs near home due to cultural and religious expectations and their willingness to work
for lower pay.

Research Question d - What recommendations will students offer about improving
this CTP?

The major recommendations for improving the career training program had to do
with communications between the businesses and the university. Eighty-three percent
indicated that the key to success in this training program is communication. This included
supervisor’ visits prior to, during, and after the training program (67%). Another
recommendation involved the site selection criteria (50%). The university today offers a
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list of businesses and industries from which students may choose; however, to some
extent it is still limiting students’ selection as indicated by some students. It was found
that when specific businesses no longer had spots for trainees, the university was forced
to send the students to any available sites even if they were unrelated to the students’
major. They sought to give students a feeling for real jobs without delaying student
training so that students could graduate on time. Other recommendations offered by
students included career orientation (33.3%), improving program and curriculum
(41.6%), increasing training period to two semesters (33.3%), establishing yearly summer
training, and requesting salary from business/industry for trainees.

Employer Participants
Research Question e. How will employers describe their experiences with the
current CTP?

All five employer representatives who participated in this study indicated that the
program worked well so far––none had had serious problems in the past. In fact, it was
found that three employers had received the trainees’ applications prior to the training
program, and two employers only received a phone call from the industrial department
head asking them if they were willing to train university students. The study found that
businesses/industry and the university did not meet on a frequent basis. However, all
employer representatives agreed that the communication process with the university was
their major issue and concern. They stated that there were no continuous communications
with the university, nor had there been meetings to discuss the program.
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Research Question f. How will UAE local employers describe the level of
students’ skills and knowledge needed to join the workforce?
All employers were satisfied with students’ manners and performance. They
stated that UAEU students are talented, very active, and organized, and have good
communication skills. In terms of their impressions of students’ skills and knowledge,
they all had favorable impressions. However, they indicated that students still lacked
some practical experiences, such as the ability to perform outdoor work in venues such as
construction sites, roads, buildings, and landscaping. Two employers stated that students
were unaware of what was required at a real job and misunderstood the real meaning of a
job because they had not experienced it in the past. Nevertheless, employers stated that
UAEU engineering students were very active and willing to learn new things and they
were all aware of their future careers.

Research Question g. What recommendations will employers offer about
improving this CTP?

Employer representatives provided recommendations about the industrial training
program and the university. For the training program, they indicated that the program
must communicate more with businesses in order to establish better collaborative
processes. ITP must structure a timetable for meetings and supervisor visits to establish
training tasks, discuss program goals and objectives, and discuss student senior year
projects. In terms of the university role, they indicated that the university is responsible
for student careers and must help students to plan for those careers. The university must
ensure that the curriculum is up-to-date and includes recent software and applications,
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and has established connections between theory and practice. Employers suggested that
the university create an annual workshop for students that is funded by the government
and focused on improving their practical experiences. Another suggestion was to have the
university ensure that all senior students attend career fairs in order to orient them toward
careers and opportunities. One employer suggested that the university establish a research
and development unit in the College of Engineering that would enhance students’ skills
in research. Finally, one employer stated that the Engineering Association must be active
inside and outside the university campus.

Conclusions
Conclusions offered here are based on information gained through interviews with
the students and employer representatives. The conclusions are based on the perceptions
of students and employers toward the United Arab Emirates University career training
program. Twelve students in the Department of Engineering participated in the
interviews––all had recently finished their career training program. The twelve students
provided tremendous insights into their lived experience with this program. Based on this
information, the study drew the following conclusions:
a. The career training program offers excellent information and provides good
quality of instruction. There are 267 businesses and industries on the
university/business partnership list. It is the responsibility of the ITP
department to match students with workplaces. There is a 50% chance that
students will be placed at the right site and acquire the right competencies
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needed for future jobs, while the other 50% may be unhappy and disappointed
if placed at the wrong site. The researcher believes if the program has the right
businesses on the lists and helps to match students with the correct
workplaces, there will be better results and outcomes on student performance.
b. Fifty eight percent were satisfied and found the training program beneficial.
They valued the program as a great practical experience and felt that it
provided excellent information and early work experience for students. A total
of 42% found it not beneficial and were not happy due to incorrect placement
and miscommunication. Thus, a well-structured program with clear objectives
can assist students to gain better skills and knowledge in their training
program.
c. The researcher found that students are 100% aware of their future career and
heading in the right direction. However, it appears they are more oriented
toward governmental segments and very few wish to work in private sectors.
A few students were unaware of future jobs due to a lack of career
orientations. The researcher found that students desire governmental-sector
jobs because they are secure and have better compensation packages and
fewer working hours, and are mainly local and mostly indoor. Students tend to
avoid outdoor jobs due to the warm environment in the UAE. It was found
that very few of the students who received their training in governmental
sectors had obtained hands-on-skills training.
d. The most frequent suggestion for improving this CTP was enhancing the
communication process with businesses. The researcher found that enhancing
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the university’s collaboration with businesses was the key to a highly
productive learning environment. Increasing university supervisor site visits
or communicating with training sites by phone demonstrates that supervisors
care about their students, which will motivate students to learn. Monitoring
students’ onsite on a daily basis is the responsibility of the site supervisor. In
order to enhance students’ learning onsite, a better relationship with
business/industry is the ITP’s first priority and objectives.
e. Employers are satisfied with the training program and noted no serious past
problems. However, in comparing the U.S. cooperative education program
with the current ITP, the researcher found that some important pieces of the
program are missing, including learning agreements, learning plans, safety
instructions, and program assessment or program evaluation sheets.
f. Employers are pleased with students’ manners and their amount of
knowledge. It was found that students are very organized, very active, and
proficient in English and have good attitudes toward learning. On the other
hand, employers and the study found that due to lack of collaborations and
follow-up processes, and absent the above pieces; students lack practical
experiences. Further, students who have no interest in learning have either
been placed at the wrong site or the site had no plan for students.
g. Employers echoed students’ concern about the lack of a strong link between
the university and business/industry. They made recommendations about the
industrial training program ITP and the university in general. In terms of the
industrial training program, they recommended the following: communicate
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more often with them, identify goals and objectives, discuss students’
projects, and discuss future research. Suggestions to the university included:
help students to plan their careers, connect theory and practice, create an
annual workshop, ensure students attend career fairs, enhance engineering
association activities, and launch a research and development unit.

Discussion and Implications
The purpose of this study was to examine the role of the UAE University career
training program in preparing senior students for future career jobs. Since there have been
very few qualitative studies in the UAE on new generation perceptions and thoughts
about careers and experiences, this study, which followed a phenomenology study
approach, will help others explore new graduates’ lived experiences in and local
employers’ perceptions of UAEU career training programs. In-depth face-to-face
interviews were conducted. Open-ended questions were used to obtain as much detailed
information as possible. Open-ended questions allowed participants to discuss their lived
experience more freely. As mentioned previously, the university is using a training
program known as the industrial training program (ITP). This program has clear
objectives and includes good instructions for helping students find workplaces for
training and assists them in attaining program requirements such as weekly and final
reports, and offering criteria for presenting their final-year presentation.
However, connecting the study findings with the literature review shows that the
study has provided reasonable information that connects the current rationale toward new
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graduates and the CTP. Based upon findings and conclusions, two implications may be
drawn for the university CTP. First, the researcher believes that the career training
program should consider implementing new components into the program similar to
those found in U.S. school-to-work programs. These components are: school-based
learning, work-based learning, and connecting activities. Second, based upon the facts, it
is very important that the CTP enhance the collaboration between the university and the
labor market for different reasons, such as to establish occupational standards for
competencies needed in the workplace, structure a better communication process, and
ensure that learning is taking place and promoted.
One of the main rationales in this study is the claim made in previous studies that
the education system and community are being blamed for inadequately preparing
students for the workforce. In parallel to Cameron (2005), who stated this finding for a
different set of education systems, changes in the UAE education system over the last 30
years are failing to train a whole generation of young people to have the skills and
attitudes needed to play a role in the UAE’s active economy. The researcher has
considered and addressed theses claims from career training perspectives. Accordingly,
based upon the research findings, the researcher found some aspects of the current
training program as perceived by students and employer participants that may be the root
causes of this disparity. The main one was that students are not receiving the correct
training experience in all cases, leading to negative outcomes as revealed in previous
studies.
In addition, most of the employer interviews showed that manual jobs are mainly
being performed by foreign workers––very few nationals may be found in these types of
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positions. This finding matches the perception of manual jobs noted in the literature as
being for foreign workers only. Moreover, Ali and Azim (1996) stated that the majority
of the important and high-wage jobs are occupied by foreign workers. They added that if
this situation were to continue, it might represent some type of threat to the future of
UAE nationals’ job security (Ali & Azim, 1996).
On the other hand, the study found that 67% of local students are seeking
governmental jobs because they are more secure and higher-paying jobs. It was also
found that the governmental sectors are providing less practical experience than the
private sectors. In this case, the country will continue to have a shortage of nationals in
the blue-collar jobs if these students continue to seek work in governmental sectors. As
indicated by Fox in his article on UAE policy choices, ―a strategic goal for the UAE
government is to consider increasing the funding on higher educational programs because
of the appropriations per student has fallen below the international standards‖ (Fox, as
cited in Warren, 2007, p. 2). This matter does support what has been said in the literature
about how locals view the private sector.
While nearly 66% claimed that their curriculum is more strongly based on
theories than on theory and experience, 83% stated that there were no connections
between what they learned in school and their training experience, which could lead to
negative assessments of students by employers. A total of 42% indicated that the
curriculum had to be updated. These findings indicate a need for immediate changes in
the curriculum, including updating content, implementing new software and applications,
and connecting theory and practice. It was observed that the students are using outdated
versions of software no longer being used by the labor market. Thus, when students are
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asked by employers if they have worked on certain types of software, the students feel
embarrassed because they have to say that they have not. It is extremely important that
such things are noted and updated quite often rather than waiting too long to solve the
problem. In fact, these things might be resolved (if) students complained or informed the
university about such issues—otherwise, the problems will be repeated with future
students. Clearly, such issues are not the concern of employers because their mission is
different, including the training they provide to students.
One of the researcher’s goals was to observe the extent of the collaboration
between the university and the employer participants. This study revealed that
communication between the university and the businesses/industry is insufficient. Nearly
all students and employer participants indicated a lack of communication between
schools and businesses, especially with regard to conducting meetings, supervisor visits,
follow-up procedures, and program process and evaluations. This indicates that the CTP
must have other ways to enhance its relationship with labor markets. A comparison of the
communication process between the Pennsylvania Cooperative Education program and
the ITP revealed that the CTP is missing major pieces of this entire process. As indicated
in the literature on the cooperative program regarding involvement in this partnership,
other studies have shown that these types of programs must have good to excellent
communication with outside partners, including business and industry representatives,
government sector representatives, governmental human development programs,
community members, parents or guardians, and education representatives. As stated in
the Pennsylvania cooperative education module, all of these partners must have a role in
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career exploration and counseling of students (Pennsylvania Department of Education,
1995).
Moreover, the co-op education module also suggests that the program coordinator
or supervisor must make a minimum of one onsite visit per month. The finding about the
lack of visits by university supervisors reveals that important instructions could be
missing in the program. For instance, it was found that in addition to the application
form, weekly report, and final presentation instruction forms, no training agreement form
or training plan form was available for students and employers to consider. Also, there
were no insurance waivers, workers’ compensation and safety and hazardous forms
available in the ITP for students.
Students and employers expressed different needs for modifications to the current
program. The latter suggested modifications to the program process that affect
collaboration with businesses and industries, and with regard to program design and
requirements. They advised assigning a program coordinator rather than having a faculty
member with other priorities make site visits. Another suggestion was to encourage the
governments to create laws that mandate business cooperation with higher education
institutions in the provision of training for senior students. Advocating this idea,
according to Cares (1999), ―education for tomorrow must be built of round, rigorous
academic standards, industry skill standards, connecting to the privates sector, and
ongoing career development‖ (p. 1). Students need to have a vision beyond their
limitations; they need to connect to the next stage of their career development.
Yesterday’s workplace was a very different place than today’s, and it will be different
tomorrow, especially in the UAE.
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Assumptions and a Comparison of Study Findings
With regard to assumptions, first, it was assumed that the participants had never
been enrolled in cooperative education programs. It was shown that participants were
only enrolled in the current training program ITP, and this was their first work placement
experience. Second, although it was presumed that the regional differences among
participants would lead to the offering of different perspectives, thoughts, and ideas,
shaped by certain environments; it appears that there were no differences among these
participants. Their perceptions and values were quite similar. The only concern was noted
by students from the northern cities, who wished to find jobs near their homes. This was
especially true for female students, and was based on the fact that good-paying jobs are
most often located in big cities.
Third, it was presumed that some students might not participate in the interviews
due to fear or shyness or lack of experience with one-on-one interviews. The researcher
sought to involve fifteen students in the study—twelve students participated. In a
qualitative study, twelve participants is an acceptable number. All students welcomed the
invitation and were very open and cooperative and had no fear of being interviewed with
others. Last, it was assumed that the business/industry, university, and students would
benefit from involvement in a cooperative education program. As mentioned earlier,
students who have never been enrolled in such a program will surely benefit from
participation in a co-op program, especially if the university updates the current CTP and
ensures that it meets the Pennsylvania cooperative education program standards.
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Recommendations
Student success in their future career depends on their skills, from academic to
technical competencies to more general job skills (U.S. Department of Labor, 1991).
Consequently, the relationship between schools and businesses is a very critical factor
that indicates the level of transition of learning between school-based learning and workbased learning. Today, most jobs require lifelong learning, forcing many high school
students to enroll in a higher education institution in order to advance their careers. This
study only sought to explore the current career training program in the United Arab
Emirates University as perceived by senior students and employer representatives. Study
findings showed that the current career training program lacks important program
content, business and university partnerships, and curricular improvements with regard to
school-based learning or classroom instruction. Next, recommendations are offered based
on study findings and emphasizing university career training program ITP and the
university role in general.

Recommendations for the Department of Engineering Industrial Training Program
Based upon this study’s findings, the researcher recommends that the Department
of Engineering Industrial Training Program consider the three major components of the
School-to-Work Opportunity Act. These components are: School-Based-Learning, WorkBased-Learning, and Connecting Activities. These components are essential to the
current training program in the UAEU because they address nearly all of this study’s
findings. With regard to school-based learning, since this component is based on high
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academic and occupation skills standards, it offers several opportunities to UAEU
students, including career awareness, career exploration, career planning, and career
counseling. Second, with regard to work-based learning, since this component helps the
students deal with workplace experiences, it serves to structure the training plan and
provides monitoring at job sites to ensure learning. In work-based learning, students
receive broad instruction in workplace competencies and in all elements of an industry.
With regard to the connecting activities component, since this study found a lack of
collaboration between the university and the marketplace, this component can help the
ITP to enhance its relationship with businesses and industries. In order for the ITP to
accomplish this component, the workplace mentor’s intensive involvement in the
program is required.
Thus, the component contains many different activities that build and maintain
bridges between school and work, including matching students with employers,
establishing communication between education and work, and providing technical
assistance to schools, students, and employers; offering assistance in integrating schoolbased learning with work-based learning; encouraging employers’ participation in job
placement; and offering continuing education for further training assistance, and linkages
with youth development activities and industry. Once the program implements these
types of ideas, the researcher believes that the university will enhance its relationship
with businesses, especially the private sector, and will see positive outcomes for its
students.
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Recommendations for the United Arab Emirates University
Based upon this study’s findings, the researcher believes that the university must
intervene in the operational process of this ITP program immediately; otherwise, the
identified issues will remain as an obstacle for future students. The following are some
recommendations for the UAEU:
1. Enhance university collaboration with businesses and industries.
2. Stimulate and increase Engineering Association activities.
3. Establish a career development unit at the university.
4. Enhance the research and development unit to a broader extent.
5. Conduct an annual analysis of labor market demand and trends.

Future Research
Consequently, career training programs in both secondary and post-secondary
education will continue to play a significant role in preparing highly skilled nationals to
participate successfully in the national workforce in the UAE. The suggestions drawn
from this study for further research have to do with career training programs. The
recommendations for future research are as follows:
1. One of the limitations mentioned earlier was that this study was limited only to
students from the Department of Engineering in the UAEU. This means that the
researcher was unable to offer a general conclusion regarding the university
career training program in general. However, this study does provide basic
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information for future research on other university departments for those who
seek to examine student perceptions of their lived experiences on a broader basis.
2. Today, students are not acquiring the right skills needed to make them
competitive in the marketplace. Therefore, further investigations into UAE labor
market demand will help to determine the 21st-century skills and standards
required for students to become members of the UAE workforce and productive
members of the community.
3. Further investigation is needed into the UAE labor market to determine how to
enhance the collaboration between higher education and businesses and
industries.
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Appendix A
Letter of Introduction to Head of Engineering Department

Dear Dr. Reyadh Almehaideb,
I am a graduate student at the Pennsylvania State University. I am actually on Teaching Assistant
scholarship through the United Arab Emirates University. My major is Workforce Education and
Development, specifically Educational Leadership and Development. Prior to my move to the UAEU, I
was working with Ministry of Education. I taught for couple of years in Sharjah Vocational Technical
Education, and at the same time I worked with Contracted Company known as MIT Monaco Institute of
Technology working on developing the UAE vocational education program. I was assigned by the Minister
of Education Dr. Ali Al Sharhan as a director assistant for this program. It was very challenging and great
experience for me.
The reason for writing this letter is to request your permission in conducting my research study by
having a sample of 15 students from your IWIL program. The purpose of this study is to explore the role of
the UAE University career training program in preparing senior students for future career jobs. This study
is based on qualitative research inquiry which indeed requires intensive involvements with the participants
through conducting face to face interviews and observations criteria.
This study will examine first, types of career programs available at the University specifically in
the department of engineering and the characteristic of the program. Secondly, my unit of analysis in this
study will be senior students’ group to examine their perceptions about their current experience with career
training program, and their awareness of their future jobs. Third, the perceptions of the local industry about
the UAE University graduates and senior students experience, because looking at this issues from the
employers point views can add a lot to explore the reality behind the effectiveness of the program and
student future.
Today, most studies have shown that employers do not believe that our young graduates have the
right knowledge and skills for the workforce? They are claiming that graduates lack training in technical
skills, work experience, and communication skills. In addition to the huge wave that is challenging us
which is the great dependence of foreign employees who represent 90 percent of the UAE workforce.
This study is significant because the nation’s uncertain future in light of politics, regulations,
values and cultures, and economy crisis. It is important to insure that the nation has a native workforce able
to handle all industrial and other employment needs. Particularly in the case of an economy crisis, most
foreign workers may decide to leave the country. The resulting crisis in the economy of unmet need makes
it very important to take this critical issue under consideration as soon as possible.
Of course your students’ participation in this study is voluntary. However, by participating in this
study, we as UAE nationals will increase the quality of our education system toward preparing our youth
for their future and help them achieve their goals to be productive factors in the society for this beloved
country. Survey participants are welcome to contact me regarding to the outcome results.
Sincerely,
Mohamed Alhawasin
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Appendix B
Letter of Introduction to Program Manager

Dear Dr. Nabil Albastaki
Have you ever wondered why employers do not believe that our young graduates have the right
knowledge and skills for the workforce? They are claiming that graduates lack training in technical skills,
work experience, and communication skills. In addition, most studies indicates that we have a big wave is
challenging us which is the great dependence of foreign employees who represent 90 percent of the U.A.E.
workforce.
The purpose of this study is to explore the role of the UAE University career training program in
preparing senior students for future career jobs. This will examine first, types of career programs available
at the University specifically in the department of engineering and the characteristics of these programs.
Second, another part to be examined in this study is senior students’ perceptions about their current
experience with career training program, and their awareness of their future jobs. Third, the perceptions of
the local industry about the UAE University graduates and senior students experience, because looking at
this issues from the employers point views can add a lot to explore the reality behind this matter.
This research study is significant because the nation’s uncertain future in light of politics,
regulations, values and cultures, and economy crisis. It is important to insure that the nation has a native
workforce able to handle all industrial and other employment needs. Particularly in the case of an economy
crisis, most foreign workers may decide to leave the country. The resulting crisis in the economy of unmet
need makes it very important to take this critical issue under consideration as soon as possible.
Of course your participation in this study is voluntarily. But by participating in this study, we as
U.A.E. nationals will increase the quality of our education system toward preparing our youth for their
future and help them achieve their goals to be productive factors in the society for this beloved country.
Survey participants are welcome to contact me regarding to this survey, or suggestion on how they
may improve the career programs in related to their worksite.

Sincere thanks for your help

Sincerely,
Mohamed Alhawasin
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Appendix C
Letter of Introduction to Employers

Dear Employer,
I am graduate student at Pennsylvania State University, which is located in the United State of
America. I am currently working on my study which is about ―The characteristics of career training
program (CTP) in the United Arab Emirates University: A study of current senior students and local
employers. Currently, I am in my data collection phase, and the reason I am writing to you this letter
is kindly to ask you to participate in my study as you are one of the main training providers for the
UAE University students. Participants from your site will be asked to conduct an interview with me
for about an hour outside the company in any nearby coffee shop.
The purpose of my research study is to examine the role of the UAE University career
training program in preparing senior students for future career jobs. This will examine first, types of
career programs available at the University specifically in the department of engineering and the
characteristics of these programs. Second, another part to be examined in this study is senior students’
perceptions about their current experience with career training program, and their awareness of their
future jobs. Third, the study will obtain employer perceptions about their experiences with the UAE
University previous graduates and current senior student’s.
This study is significant because the nation’s uncertain future in light of politics, regulations,
values and cultures, and economy crisis. It is important to insure that the nation has a native workforce
able to handle all industrial and other employment needs. Particularly in the case of an economy crisis,
most foreign workers may decide to leave the country. The resulting crisis in the economy of unmet
need makes it very important to take this critical issue under consideration as soon as possible.
Furthermore, it will enhance the relationship between the University and business and industry.
Of course your participation in this study is voluntarily. But by participating in this study, we
as U.A.E. nationals will increase the quality of our education system toward preparing our youth for
their future and help them achieve their goals to be productive factors in the society for this beloved
country.
Participants are welcome to contact me regarding to this study, or suggestion on how they
may improve the current career training programs.

Sincerely,
Mohamed Alhawasin
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Appendix D
Interview Guide for Student Participants

1. Describe yourself to me and your social world?
2. Describe what is your school life look like for you?
3. What do you really do now beside your school work?
4. How do you really view your career as to what you doing right now?
5. How do you see the training program that you are in right now?
6. Can you describe the experiences with this program right now?
7. Do you think you are benefiting from it? Why and in what sense?
8. Do you see there is a connection between what you have learned in your
college courses and what you are experiencing right now? Explain to me some
of these things?
9. If I ask you to name to me some industries that you have in mind to work with
after your graduation, can you name them?
10. Have you looked to what each one has as related to benefits, environment,
location, and the characteristics of their jobs? Can you explain to me what
they have different than this company that you are in right now?
11. Based on your experience, if somebody asked you to improve this program
what would you do?
12. Do you see yourself that you will be doing this one day?
13. Explain to me what do you really want to be after you finish your school?
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Appendix E
Interview Guide for Employer Participants

1. How do you see the UAE University students?
2. How many students do you train every year? And how many do you have right
now?
3. What are the characteristics of the training program that you and the university
are using today?
4. Do you think its working well? Explain?
5. Based on your experience, what is your impression toward students’ skills and
knowledge when they first come to your site?
6. What is their attitude toward learning and future goal?
7. Previous studies have showed that some businesses stated that the education
system is failing to help the student gets the right skills and knowledge? What
do you think about this claim? Explain?
8. I am sure you are aware of the number of foreign workers in this country; what
do you think about that? If you think it’s a problem, what would be the
possible and reasonable solutions?
9. Have you hired any of the students that you’ve trained before?
Yes: ______ How do they describe their training experience?
No: _______ Why?
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Appendix F
Consent Form

Title of Project:

The Characteristics of Career Training Programs (CTP) in the United Arab
Emirates University: A Study of Current Senior Students and Local Employers

Principal Investigator: Mohamed Alhawasin
446 Blue Course Dr. Apt#1107
State College, PA 16903
Email: maa161@psu.edu
Tel: 814-32102124
Advisor: Dr. Richard A. Walter
301C Keller Building
University Park, PA 16802
Office Phone: 814-865-2133
raw18@psu.edu
Other Investigator(s):NA
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Purpose of the Study: The purpose of this research is to explore the role of the UAE University career
training programs in preparing senior students for future career jobs.
Procedures to be followed: You will be asked to participate in this study through conducting an
interview procedure to answer some questions that I have prepared for you.
Use of Audio Recorder: Recorder will be used with the permission of the participants.
Benefits: The benefits of this research is to strengthen the current training program by improving its
procedural process including: curriculum contents, employers needs in terms of skills and knowledge,
students perception of the current training program, and strengthen the university and business
partnership.
Duration/Time: 30 min to 1 hour is required to conduct the interview.
Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. The data/audio
recordings will be stored and secured in my office at home in a secure place that has a locker to insure
confidentiality of the data and it will be destroyed after three years. In the event of a publication or
presentation resulting from the research, no personally identifiable information will be shared.
Right to Ask Questions: Please contact Mohamed Alhawasin at (814) 321-2124 with questions,
complaints or concerns about this research. You can also call this number if you feel this study has
harmed you.
Voluntary Participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can stop at any time.
You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer. Refusal to take part in or
withdrawing from this study will involve no penalty or loss of benefits you would receive otherwise.

You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to take part in this research study. If you agree to take part
in this research study and the information outlined above, please sign your name and indicate the date
below. You will be given a copy of this consent form for your records.
_____________________________________________ _____________________
Participant Signature Date
_____________________________________________ _____________________
Person Obtaining Consent Date
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Appendix G
Program Manager Email – Student Participation
From
To

Subject
Date
CC

Nabil Bastaki <nabil@uaeu.ac.ae>
200416816@uaeu.ac.ae, 200405574@uaeu.ac.ae, 200510256@uaeu.ac.ae,200414120@uaeu.ac.ae,
200417176@uaeu.ac.ae, 200414568@uaeu.ac.ae, 200507181@uaeu.ac.ae,200540671@uaeu.ac.ae,
200415467@uaeu.ac.ae, 200427829@uaeu.ac.ae, 200440704@uaeu.ac.ae,200406395@uaeu.ac.ae,
200426517@uaeu.ac.ae, 200203241@uaeu.ac.ae, 200314251@uaeu.ac.ae,200203099@uaeu.ac.ae,
200401343@uaeu.ac.ae, 200440274@uaeu.ac.ae, 00404656@uaeu.ac.ae, 200210259@uaeu.ac.ae,
20041737@uaeu.ac.ae, 200337474@uaeu.ac.ae, 200412347@uaeu.ac.ae, 200425169@uaeu.ac.ae,
200427264@uaeu.ac.ae, 200337972@uaeu.ac.ae, 200337949@uaeu.ac.ae,200302755@uaeu.ac.ae,
200312448@uaeu.ac.ae, 200400804@uaeu.ac.ae

Training Survey
Tue, Jun 9, 2009 05:38 AM
maa161@psu.edu

Dear students,
Mr. Mohamed Alhawasin is a teaching assistant in the College of Education at UAE
University. Currently, he is pursuing a PhD degree in the US and will contact you
regarding a survey his is performing about the training process in the College of
Engineering at UAEU. Those of you who have exams, will be contacted after the 13th of
June (last day of final exams).
Your cooperation with him is highly appreciated and I wish you all the best in your
exams,
Best regards,
Dr. Nabil Bastaki
Head of Industrial Training &
Graduation Projects Unit
Tel: +9713 7624069
Fax: +9713 7620048
P.O. Box 17555
College of Engineering
United Arab Emirates University
Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates
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Appendix H
Program Manager Email – Approval of Participation
From
To
Subject
Date

Nabil Bastaki <nabil@uaeu.ac.ae>
'MOHAMED ABDALLA ALHAWASIN' <maa161@psu.edu>
RE: Thank you
Tue, Jun 9, 2009 02:46 AM

Dear Mohamed,
Please find below the list of randomly chosen student from each of the different six departments
within the College of Engineering at UAEU. I will send you the list companies in a separate
email.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me should you require any help and I wish you best of luck,

Dr. Nabil Bastaki
Head of Industrial Training &
Graduation Projects Unit
Tel: +9713 7624069
Fax: +9713 7620048
P.O. Box 17555
College of Engineering
United Arab Emirates University
Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates
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Appendix I
Industrial Training Program First- and Second-Semester Planner
Second Semester Planner


Thurs. 10/09/2009

Screening of Student Records



Mon./Wed. 28,30/09/2009

First Orientation Seminar (Female/Male)



Mon./Wed. 05,07/10/2009

Second Orientation Seminar (Female/Male)



Sun. 11/10/2009

Companies Review Files



Sun. 18/10/2009

Beginning of interviews and Selection



Mon./Wed. 14,16/12/2009

Third Orientation Seminar (Male/Female)



Thurs. 04/01/2010

Placement Completed



Sunday 7/02/2010

Training Begins



Sun. 21/02/2010

First Visit of College Advisor Begins



Sun. 13/04/2010

Second Visit of College Advisor Begins



Thurs. 20/05/2010

End of Training



Mon. 24/05/2010

Submission of Final Report



Thurs. 27/05/2010

Final Exam Presentations

First Semester Planner


Wed. 18th February

Screening of Student Records



Tues./Wed. 24th/25th Feb

First Orientation Seminar (Female/Male)



Tues./Wed. 3rd /4th March

Second Orientation Seminar (Female/Male)



Tuesday 10th March

Companies Review Files



Sunday 15th March

Beginning of interviews and Selection



Tues./Wed. 12th/13th May

Third Orientation Seminar (Female/Male)



Thursday 4th June

Placement Completed



Sunday 30th August

Training Begins



Sunday 13th September

First Visit of College Advisor Begins



Sunday 15th November

Second Visit of College Advisor Begins



Thursday 17th December

End of Training



Sunday 21st December

Submission of Final Report



Thursday 24th December

Final Exam Presentations
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Appendix J
Industrial Training Weekly Progress Report
Report # ( )
Student Name:

Student ID:

Department:
Training Company:
Department:

Training Site:

Week Ending:

Date submitted:

Assignments Completed:

Assignments in Progress:

Plan for Next Week:

Problems/Recommendations/Other:

Supervisor Comments:

Supervisor’s Name: -----------------------------------------------------------------------Signature: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE: This report should be completed on a weekly basis and sent to: Industrial Training Office - Fax: 03 7620048
Student signature: -------------------------------------------
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Appendix K
Visiting Advisor Report
Visit # (…)
Student Information

Name:………………………………………………………Date of Visit:……………………..
Visiting Advisor:.…………………………...………..…….Principal Supervisor:……………..
Work & Responsibilities:.……………………………………….....……... Tel.(……….……..)
Company Information
Name:…………………………..……..… Location:……................................................................................
Nature of Business:...........................................................................................................................................

Assessment
Student performance based on industrial supervisor account communicated during the visit:
Comments: .......................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
Quality and completeness of student diary:
Comments: ......................................................................................................................................
Industrial Experience gained to date:
Comments: …………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Total

Student comments on progress: ..........................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
General remarks: .................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
Visiting advisor signature: ...........................................................................Date: ..................................................
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Appendix L
Industrial Supervisor Assessment of Student Performance
United Arab Emirates University

College of Engineering
Training & Graduation Projects Unit

Semester:_____________________________________ Academic Year: ________________________ Student
Name:______________________
Student No.: ____________________________ Industrial Supervisor:
______________________________________________________________
Company:
____________________________________________________________________________________

N/A

poor

Excellen

The Following sections are to be completed by the industrial supervisor. Please check the appropriate
boxes if applicable.

t

Abilities, Attributes and Skills

1

2

3

4

1. Technical competency
2. Ability to conduct experiments and lab/field tests
3. Ability to analyze and interpret data
4. Ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs
5. Ability to function on multi-disciplinary teams
6. Ability to identify and formulate engineering problems
7. Knowledge of company profile
8. Organizational skills
9. Efficiency in completing tasks
10. Contribution to company
11. Adherence to company’s code of ethics
12. Relation with colleagues
13. Communication ability – Oral
14. Communication ability – Written
15. Understanding the impact of engineering projects on the society
16. Ability to independently seek new knowledge using various resources
17. Ability to work independently (self motivation)
18. Knowledge of current engineering trends
* Please comment on any special skills that you feel this student has displayed during his/her training
period in your company.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Please comment on any shortcoming that you feel this student has displayed during his/her training period
in your company.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

5
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Should the opportunity arise, what is the student chance in being considered favorable for employment
within your organization?
High

Medium

Low

How does this trainee rank in comparison with engineering trainees from other academic institutions?
Higher

Lower

Same

N/A

Overall assessment of student performance:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signed: ____________________
Position: ___________________
Date: ___________________
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Appendix M
Final Report Instructions

United Arab Emirates University
College of Engineering

Modifying the Jig of the Falcon’s 2000 Horizontal Stabilizer

Industrial Training Course

Final Report Submitted for Partial Fulfillment of the
B.Sc. Degree in Mechanical Engineering

By
Mohammed Abdullah
960710353

UAE University / College of Engineering
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Industrial Training and Graduation Projects Unit

Instructions for Formatting Industrial Training Reports

General:
 The report should be typed using double spacing 12pt size, Times New Roman.
 A 2.54 cm margin is required on all sides except for the left margin (3.18 cm).
 The report should not exceed 40 pages excluding appendices.
 Chapters should be numbered either using Arabic or Latin numerals.
 All figures and tables should be clear and neat. Figure and table captions should be short and
informative. They should be numbered with Arabic numerals and should conform to the
chapter that they are listed in (e.g., Fig 2.1 in chapter 2). All tables and figures must be cited in
the text before they appear.
Report Sections:
The report should include the following sections in the order given below:
1. Title Page: The title page should include the following information (A sample title page is enclosed):
 University
 College
 Degree
 Title
 Full student name and I.D. number
 Semester and academic year
2. Acknowledgement
It is dedicated to give credit to people who have contributed in the completion
of the project.
3. Executive Summary
It is a brief (approx. 300 words) condensation of the report. It should
summarize objective, tasks, achievements and major contributions.
4. List of Tables / List of Figures
5. Nomenclature
The symbols used in the formula, figures or the text should be listed here
with relevant units.
6. Table of Contents
Should indicate the corresponding page number for each section.
7. Technical Core
The technical core of the report should contain the following sections:
7-a. Introduction

127
A brief description on the structure of the company followed by the departments that you were
assigned. Also, the subsequent sections shall be highlighted.
7-b. Tasks and Assignments
Outline your tasks clearly here. Discuss your approach in tackling your set of tasks to meet
your
stated objectives. Elaborate on your contribution to the company. The success or failure during the
work should be discussed critically.
7-c. Proposal for a Graduation Project
Identify an engineering opportunity/challenge in your workplace that can be transformed into
graduation project. This exercise must be solely based on your own initiative.

a

7-d. Conclusions and Recommendations
Major tasks and contributions should be briefly restated under conclusions. Recommendations to
improve the training program and/or the relation with the industrial partners should be presented
here.
7-e. References
References to cited literature should be identified in the text and grouped after the last chapter
an appropriate standard format.

in

7-f. Appendices
Appendices are for details that your reader may need in order to replicate your work, but they are
not required to understand your work. It should not be used as a ―dumping‖ area for equations
and data tables.

Important Note:
The report should be proof read for grammar and typing errors before being submitted. Page
numbers for sections 1 through 7 must be assigned Latin numbers, whereas section 8 must be
assigned Arabic numbers.
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Appendix N
UAE University Enrollment Chart 2006–2007
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Appendix O
UAE University Enrollment Chart 1977-2007
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Appendix P
Student Evaluation Sheet
Final Examination

United Arab Emirates University
College of Engineering
Training & Graduation
Projects Unit

Student Name:

Student ID:

Major:

Company:

Activities

No

Points

Executive
1
Summary
Knowledge
2
of Company Structure

5
5

3
Task(s),
Achievements, and Contribution to Company
Problem
4
Identification Assignment and Graduation Proposal
Presentation
5
Effectiveness
Total
* Grades

25

Comments:
Name:
Signature:
Date:

10
5
50

Grade
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Appendix Q
Final Project Timetable

Appendix R
Trends in Current Training Program
Student Interviews- Coded Categories
Question 1: Describe yourself to me and your social world?
Introduction
 From Alain
 Graduating fall of 2010
 Hard workers
 Likes challenges
- Great introductions
 From Sharjah
 Ready for Job
presented by students
 Likes to find job near home
 From Sharjah
 Likes to be a Processor in engineering
 Wants to be like her brother
 From Kalba
 Loves to travel a lot
 Focused on his vision toward career
 Hard worker
 Natural person
 From Kalba
 Loves to Design building
 Likes to be Architecture Eng
 Architect is his vision
 From Dubai
 Electrical Engineering
 Wants to work and make change
 From Dubai
 Wants to be a Mechanical Eng
 Has a goal
 Independent
 Active person
 From Sharjah
 Likes to be Civil Eng
 Wants a job near home
 From Fujairah
 She picked her major
 Electrical Engineering
 Graduating fall 2010
 From Alain
 Wants to be a Mechanical Eng
 Training in Al-Ain Airport
 From Syria
 Petroleum Engineering
 Looking for job already
 From Sharjah
 Petroleum and Chemical Engineering
 Wants to be an engineer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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 Would like to work for the Government
Question 2: Describe what is your school life look like for you?
School Life to
Students

- Important Stage
- Focused on Career
- 1/10 not happy















































Important
Owner student
Excited to graduate
Done with this stage in life
Important stage
Looking for Excellency always
I see my goal soon
Choose because UAEU popular
Good career
The only university provides Chemical Engineering
Important
Learned lots of info
Loved school
Important stage
Fun life
Happy in his major
Gate to the future
Studied hard
Looking forward to his career
Taught me to be on time
Gained lots of Information’s
Established good communication
Attendance is important to some teacher
School provide only 5% of career hands on skills
School is more theoretical than practical
Not happy
Expected better than this
Important level of life
Famous university
Changed her major due to bad decision
No career orientation
Wants dad to be proud of her
Took her 6 yrs to finish
She Chooses her major
Wants to be Mechanical Engineer
Took him 6 yrs to finish
Few activity in school especially in Eng. Dept
1 semester only 1-2 activity
School is important to him
Never been to conferences or outside school activity
University only pick two students for outside activity
Never participated in competitions
Important
Likes to study
Lots of information learned

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Question 3: What other activities you really do beside school work?
Other Activity
Beside School

- Reading
- Sport
- Computer
- Exploring new
things










1







Reading subject related to her major
Likes other activities
Focus on school
Like drumming
like to play basketball
Read about her major
Enjoy time with family
Like to travel to other countries for Architect
exploration
Reads books
Design his own house
Read articles
Downloaded many books related to her major
Reads books












Reading books related to her major
Exploring
Reading
Enjoying life with family
Interested in reading about her major
Visited Companies related to her major
Computer
Football
Computer
Reading

8

2

3
4
5
6
7

9
10
11
12

Question 4: How do you really view your career as to what you did in the training program?
Vision
- 100% Right
Career
- Right Career
- Right Path
- Right direction


















Right career
Her future
Her future
Right career and direction
This is her career and it will be in Dubal
Dubal is the place to achieve her goal
Right direction
Wants to help Fujairah Government (his city)
Build his own car garage
Right path
Design Building is his career
His career
Looking forward to employment
Right direction
His career
Right career but school provide no career

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
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orientation neither work orientation
Right direction
little learned in school
School more formulas
School more problem solving
No real life hands on skills in school
Training was great experience
Changed her major due to difficulty in finding job
Got supported by parents
Culture is an issue as related to career especially
in job location
Big cities more jobs opportunities
This is her career
Looking for job near home
None of the companies accepted him
No one accepted them until the university
contacted the Schlumberger oil Co. to take them
He expected better than that in from school and
training
This is her career
Looking for job in government sectors
Training wasn’t really practical

8

9

10
11

12

Question 5: How did you see the training program?
Students
perceptions
toward CTP idea

- 44% beneficial
and practical
experience
- Public sectors
unsuccessful
training sites
- Gained some
experience
in soft skills
- 44 % Lack of
hands-on-skills
and

disappointed























New experience
Disappointed
It wasn’t really practical
There was no hands-on-skills
Did it in Finland Good Experience
Some of hands on skills
Did training in 2 companies
1st Co. was private and Excellent training but far
from home
Traffic was a problem (two hours) everyday to
get to the site
Switched to another company close to home
Good government sector but not practical at all
Dubai Municipality Very beneficial on soft
skills
No hands on skills
Not happy with training plan
EMCO: Private Company
Very beneficial
Excellent experience
Great people
Good practical experience
Dubai Airport Free Zone
Very good experience

1

2
3

4

5

6
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Very practical
Dubai RTA
Very beneficial and useful
Learned lots of new things
Ready to work and make money
Sharjah directorate of public work
Good
Lots of benefits
No hands on skills
Fujairah Port was unsuccessful
Placed in a wrong place
There was nothing to train me on
University will assign company to you even
if there is noting left
Process is wrong
Practical experience was not provided
Alain Airport
Very useful training for students
Did hands on skills
Learned other things beside her major
Schlumberger
Do not recommend training in the last year 1
semester because students tend to forget
things
New experience and gained new information
Technically no experience
Not happy about it
Good experience
Was mainly soft skills experience
Program need to focus on hard skills

7

8

9

10

11

12

Question 6: Can you describe the characteristics of the training program?
Description of CTP
Characteristics
expressed by student
participants
- Company Lists
Available
- No Orientation
- Two Supervisors, one
in the university and
one on site
- One Semester
- Weekly Report















University provided short lecture as an
introduction before the training
Each student must have supervisor in the
company
Learned more of communication skills
8-2
Learned more about company task and jobs
Final report required
Final presentation required
One semester
Did it overseas in Finland
Was self training
Meet with company supervisor twice every
week
University head of training Department visited
her before the end of training,
Liked it very much

1

2
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- Final Report
- Presentation
- 1-2 days Supervisor
Visits
- Pay Depends on Site
- 12 % Great New
Experience
- Soft Skills: Gained
Good Communication
Skills
- Timing Varies
- International and
private sectors more
practical experience
- Couple placed in a
wrong sites
- No training plan
available by the
university and the site
- Three site supervisors
were cooperative with
students















































It was excellent experience
Final report
Final presentation
1st company was great but was far from home
Moved to another company but it was it was not
really successful
Paid her Dhs 2500 as a reward
Final report
Final presentation
4 Month long,
Enough time for training,
University supervisor visited him only one time
University didn’t know what he was doing at all
Not happy with the University process
Gain the lots of communication skills
Gained lots of information in related work
Final report,
Final presentation
3 months and 10 days long
8-6
Stocked in traffic everyday for 2 hrs between
Sharjah and Dubai
However, he chooses this company because it’s
private Co.
Excellent experience
Even it was no pay
Final report
Final presentation
4 month long
7:30-2:30
Dubai Airport Free Zone
Helpful and beneficial
Work supervisor very cooperative
Treated them like his kids,
Created work schedule for them
Assigned him in two different departments
Gave him a lesson of the week consists of 15
points as homework
It was chosen from the lists
Did some hands-on skills
Final report
Final presentation
4 month
7:30-2:30
It was successful to him
Attended workshop for 25 days
Wears uniform everyday
Not happy with university supervisor due to lack
of Communication
Visited him twice in a wrong time

3

4

5

6

7
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Final report
Final presentation
3 months
8-2
Not paid
Did training in different departments
Great experience
Final report
Final presentation
Not happy
Not successful
Placed in a wrong site
Program process completely wrong
Wasted time
Nothing to be trained on
No hands on skills at all
Site didn’t know anything about us
Site supervisor was very cooperative
However, not happy with University at all
Had to do final report
Was about anything and not related
Final presentation
3 month
8-2:30
35 min from home
No one visited from University
struggled in the beginning
No help from the University supervisor nor the
department
Final report
Final presentation
University choose the Company for him
Every three week go to another segment
Weekly report
Send it by fax and email
Final presentation
Final report
Same company attend in presentation
Company assign a task for him
No practical work, only look and ask
Supervisor only visit once end of training
Training start 7-6
No experience for him
Sharjah Municipality
Weekly report
Final report
Was good experience
Not a lot of practical training
Site supervisor was cooperative
Wish had more time
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Final presentation

Question 7: Do you think you were benefiting from it? Why and in what sense?




Student perceptions
and values toward their
CTP experiences
and the preparation
for work

- 58 % Training
program was great
work experience




- 42- 44% indicated lack
of practical experience
- 30 % Program is
not organized well




































No
No practical experience
Didn’t learn a lot, she learn only communication
skills
No hands on skills due to equipment are
expensive
Only watching for 4 month
No help in performing task well
Was not challenging to her
Only controlling and monitoring
It was only a requirement by the university and I
had to finish it
Yes
Got what she expecting
Worked on relays
Achieved her goal
Happy about the company
Very cooperative and helpful all times
Not that much
Trainer told her no use of this training because
she will do it again when she get a job
Worker told her company has a secret and she
must not know everything
The other company only observed tasks
No hands on skills
No
Wasted four month
Didn’t get anything from the training
Learned only one program that took one hour
No new lessons learned except communication
skills and meeting new people
Was disappointed
Site was not prepared for him
Ignoring him most of the time
Yes
Worked on lots of projects belong to government
First thought he will get rejected
But it worked very well
Learned a lot from the site library which didn’t
find in school
Got AWARDED by company for performing
well in one project
Yes
Benefited a lot
Did hands on work
Worked in building management system
Worked on new soft wares for entire control
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system
Site send him to workshop to learn about cables
They were very cooperative
Each week must write 10 pages report
Yes
95% benefited from training
School was only 5%
Learned a lot about metro (parts, manufactures,
power supply, rolling stock)
Tracking work every day
Work site visit every day got experience on rail
manufacture
Good practical training
Yes
Participate in several projects
But no individual projects
Scale 1-10 rated him self between 6 and 7
Expected to learn more but time is short
Did participate on near home projects
No
Not at all
Why? Site supervisor not happy with university,
No organization
No plans, didn’t get any training
They felt sorry for her due placing her in a wrong
site
Contacted university but no answer
Site didn’t like university training program
process
She was trained in IT not EE
It was waste of time and something wrong in
program she said
Yes
Did hands-on-skills and administration work as
well
Learn about machine and diagnose
Learned about how to use guide book
Team work
Communication skills
Did training in service bldg
Site supervisor was very cooperative
University supervisor it was a name only
Benefited new info
Especially when ask
No hands-on-skills
Yes, Benefited
It was good experience
Learn new things
Site were very cooperative
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Question 8: Do you see there is a connection between what you have learned in your college
courses and what you learned and experienced in the training program? Explain
to me some of these things?
Connections between
training and the school
classes

- 83% No Connections:
University more
theoretical than
practical
- No linkage between
curriculum and labor
market
- 100 % New
information learned at
the site.
- 67% University
Classes mainly theories

 Not Much,
 What’s been learned in school way different from
what’s learned in the training program,
 Only picked up few words learned in school,
 School is mainly theoretical.
 Some what,
 50 % remembered what’s been learned in school,
 Learned new important information related to future
career at the site.
 No connections.
 Gained complete different information at training
site.
 Claimed the university doesn’t know what they are
doing, and what’s on the paper is only on paper,
 University supervisor have no idea what he is doing.
 No connections,
 The university curriculum is all about tasks that
needs to be studied and pass the exam.
 New Information learned at the site.
 Yes,
 Used some of the knowledge for the training, but not
that Much
 No connections,
 It was different subjects;
 Everything was new,
 Saw the real life of work.
 No,
 University more theoretical than practical,
 University more problem solving, and projects on
paper
 No, it is completely different,
 At the University no supervision on building,
 It is only quantity of information,
 No hands-on-skills;
 Practical work is not there,
 Lots of theoretical.
 No,
 Nothing at all.
 No linkage whatsoever,
 University training program is an old school,
 University don’t Liston to students,
 I was sent to wrong site,
 While they were suppose to write report end of the
training,
 However, if they are in a wrong site, what type of
report they should write; they had to do presentation
as well which it doesn’t make sense at all…she said,
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 School curriculum is old,
 You can only be placed in the right place if you have
good connections with doctors,
 Student can not see department head.
 No,
 School more theoretical than practical,
 No hands-on-skills at the University,
 Curriculum must be adjusted,
 Curriculum is not matching market standard,
 Labs must be improved,
 Student can only find this after they do the training
which is too late,
 Something has to be done immediately,
 Otherwise they are wasting student time.
 Yes,
 There is a connection,
 However, university more theory,
 Practiced most info learned in school in site
 No.
 Learned new information onsite
 University was more of home works
 No career orientation
 No outside jobs or assignments to be done
 Curriculum is hard
 Training was different world
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Question 9: If I ask you to name some of industries or businesses that you have in mind
to work with after your graduation, can you name them?
Future
Opportunities




Yes: Mainly
Public Sectors












Has some idea but not sure where I am going to work in
future: mainly government.
Knew some names through career fear and open house:
private and public.
Yes, *Dubal, only focusing on this one
Only governmental sites
Yes, ♦Emaar, ♦Nakeel, ♦Aldaar
Yes, * DEWA, *ADNOC, *ADWEYAH
Yes, *DEWA, *RTA, *AD Municipality
Yes, *Dubai Alqabeda, *ALDAAR, *DPW
Yes, *Etisalat, *FEW, *Airports
Yes, *Airport, *Twam Hospital, *Alain Distribution
*ADAC, * JAMCO,
Yes, ♦Schlumberger, *ADNOC

Yes: Sharjah Municipality, Dubai
Municipality....Mainly Government
*Government Site ♦ Private Site
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Question 10: Have you looked to what each one of them has for you as related to benefits,
environment, location, and the characteristics of their jobs? Can you explain
to me what differences they have than the company you were trained at?
Awareness of
future jobs
opportunity

- 17%: Privates
sites
- 67%:
Government
Sites: Know their
names only but
doesn’t know
what they offer.



No: only knew their names and locations, no other
information
Not really, willing to work far away from home if its good
pay
No, only knew about Dubal, do not know about other
companies, Going to work in Dubal.
No: only names of government sites, knew very little
about salary.
Yes: couple of them but never go to government sites
because wasting time and never learn anything
Yes: Only governmental sites like…Dubai Aluminum,
ADNOC, ADWEYAH
Only government sites like DEWA, RTA, Abu Dhabi
Municipality
Only government sites such as DPW, Dubai Alqabeda
Only governmental sites like Airports, and Etisalat Telec.
Yes, like ADACI, JAMCO, and Schlumberger. They pay
more than GOV. you learn more and you feel the real
experience.
Not all of them, Knew famous company, and some of
what they have.
Not really, only governmental sectors maybe
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Question 11: Based on your experience, if somebody asked you to improve this training
program what would you do?
Student
recommendations to
CTP

- Orientation about
training and work
placement
- More Cooperation
- Find Right Business
- Insure Hands on
skills
- Improve Curriculum

















Finding the right company,
Follow up;
Insure student gain hands-on-skills training
Improve curriculum to be more focused on practical
method of teaching,
Connect theory and practice,
Involve students more in working on applications
(EE)
Continues connection between school and work
Finding the right company for students,
Identify task before training take place,
Establish one month summer training each year,
Training must start beginning of last year,
Force company to insure student learning,
Increase time for training
More cooperation with businesses,
More visit of supervisor,
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- Connect theory and
practice
- Follow up
- More visit

- Changes in the
program
- Credit must be
added
- Student must know
what options they
have
- Pay is important
- 67% Supervisor
must increase visits
- 50% selection
criteria is not
sufficient
- 50% Learning must
take place
- 41.6% University
must update
curriculum
- 33.3% Training too
short










































Changes in the university program
University has to get more involved in the training,
For Architect Eng. credit must be added,
University supervisor has to be in site every week
Watch students attendance at site
No orientation prior training,
An introduction about each site must be provided to
students
Guiding plan must be provided,
Connecting curriculum to job needs,
More communication between university and workplace
Salary must be provided
Increase time of training,
Supervisor visits has to be for a purpose not watching
only
Add reports to the record,
Establish pay for all students,
Make a good use of this experience,
Excellent students must get two month summer training
each year with pay,
No justice in company selection,
Make industrial site more involve in students training
Do not interrupt students in the training
More sites visit will be good,
Must create linkage between curriculum and sites jobs
requirements
Training should be available every summer,
Insure practical training available always if student in
public sector
Student must get in private as well and vise versa,
Search for contractor for students,
Architect students must supervise one building at least.
The system of the university is not working well,
It needs to be changed.
Ensure the names of the companies in the list are the one
who really care about students life and future,
University must go and see what training program they
have for students,
Supervisor must make arrangement for weekly visits,
University must establish better communication with
businesses supervisors,
Pay must be for all if one company is doing so,
University and work sites must get together often to
discuss curriculum and training,
Allows students to pick up their desired company.
University supervisor must watch everyday task of
students,
Increase training time,
Training must be given early for mechanical engineering,
maybe year 4,
Training must be in a regular semester,
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1.
2.

Place must not be an issue for students,
Pay is important,
University must insure practical work for students during
training.
11
 Create good communication with business (Private &
public),
 Find right training for non citizen,
 Create training 2 month in summer only for saving time,
 Increase hands-on-skills,
 Insure learning take place on site,
 Get permission to go to outside fields
 With pay,
 Curriculum is tough and teachers are among the best.
12
 Insure learning onsite
 Follow up
 Meeting with site supervisor more often
 Communication
 Must establish pay if work had been done for site
 University is great experience, but student comes first
―Student says, if you want to learn go to the private sector, but if you want to play, go to the
public sector‖.
― Some students get pay and some don’t‖…..student gets jealous at each other

Question 12: Do you see yourself that you will be doing this one day?
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
100% YES
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
 Yes
1. Finding jobs in some cities is a problem 2. Location is an issue for women
3. Culture is an important factor in some aspects
Insistency toward job
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Question 13: Explain to me what do you really want to be after you finish your school?







1
Find a job near my house, and good pay.
2
I want to find a good job and want to be a manager.
3
Find a job related to my career.
Overall:
4
Work in Fujairah municipality.
5
Joined a company for experience, then shift to academics
- Find a job
6
Want to work in a company that deals with power plan,
looking
for
company
near
home.
- Near home
7
 Work with DEWA, However, pay is an issue. Willing to
travel
2
hrs
for
more
money.
- Good pay
8
 Work in same career job.
9

An
engineer
in
Governmental
site.
- Enrolled in
10
same career job
 Live with machines, and perform work with my hands.
11
 Successful Engineer.
12
 Find a job in a good company
Good Statement ―Would like to work in a company that treats the employers as a partner‖
What I want to
be?

Question 14: Where do you see yourself after 5 years from now?
Where do I
see my self?

20%: Do not
know














As an academic….Female
Engineer in big private company
Do not know, but maybe in private company
Manager in an Architecture department
Working in private company
Supervisor in public sector, because no firing for
citizens in public
Planning to go for higher Education if no job was
found
I don’t know, but hoping to be more socialize and go
for higher education
Engineer in public sectors
Working in Alain Airport
Working in big company as an engineer.
Working in one of the Government Sectors
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Trends in Current Training Program
Employer Interviews- Coded Categories

Question 1: How do you see the UAE University students?














Employer
impression
toward students

- Perfect
- Good Students
- Active
- Only Lack of
hands-on-skills









1

Most of them are Perfect,
Well organized,
Willing to know new things and learn
Good students,
Missing hands-on skills.
Very active,
Have very good communication skills,
Have a good background knowledge
Practical wise,
Uncertainty,
Not enough skills,
Background not solid,
Their teachers force them to learn anyway even if
they don’t have the skills,
They start with them from scratch,
Some of them don’t have hands-skills,
Eng students don’t have any skills,
No communication skills at all.
Information wise,
They are very qualified; however, they lack practical
experience.
Overall they are good students.
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Question 2: How many students do you train every year?
#’s of
Students/year




5-10
1-2
1-2











5 to 10 students each year.
Now 4 students. However, University report shows 1
student 2008-2009.
Number is not correct.
Total number since 2006 is 21.
1 to 2 students each year.
1 to 2 students each year.
Since 2003 until summer 2009,
Only had 12 students.
Not enough.
2-3 students a year
So far 2 students
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Question 3: What are the characteristics of the training program that you and the university are
using today?
Characteristics of ITP




University:
- Send Letter
with names,
major, and time to
ask for approval
- Assessment is
required
- Final Report
- Final Presentation












Training Site:
- Request list of
courses
- 2 Public sites start
8-2, - 1 private start
7:30 to 3:30





















Letter send to the site contains names and time
for training and asks for approval.
They request list of courses that student took to
know what training students need.
Introduction about site roles and regulations.
Training start at 8 until 2.
Weakly report is required.
Collect all reports at the end.
No pay.
Supervisor visits…silent!
Training timing is different; they have 2 months,
3 months, and 4 months.
Assessment is required, 1 done by them 1 by the
University.
Site training dept head is the work supervisor.
University sends student application 2 or 3
months prior the training. They look at the list of
student courses.
They do a check on student background through
the security dept.
Then, they call trainee for what are is requesting!
They train student on different skills when
arrived.
Start at 7:30 and finish at 3:00
Receive letter form Eng dept. asking for
approval, including # of students, Names, and
major.
* No prior meeting is required.
Two assessments, 1 university and 1 site.
Start 8 until 2.
No pay if university sends, but they pay if they
ask for part time job or students looking for
training in the summer.
A selection criterion is based on their needs and
available space!
They also provide summer training.
Restriction on attendance.
Site head of training dept is the work supervisor;
she does the communication with university.
Length of training 4 month.
Small interview to determine their level of
knowledge,
weekly report must be done,
Training plan set up during the interview for each
student.
Student gets an introduction about the site when
they first come.
That’s it…there is no prior papers or meetings
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with the university.
No agreement letters neither training plan.
Only they send students and asking them to train
them. She said they can say they don’t except
student any more but, it’s not student fault.
 There is no pay.
 Task form available prepared by the site,
 Weekly feed back from supervisor and has to be
sent to the university,
 Logo book available,
 Weekly sign by the site supervisor,
 Assign project for trainee to work on: hands-onskills,
 Communication, and time management could be
better
 No pay.
* No meeting between job, university, and students at all.



5

Question 4: Do you think its working well? How about operation process?

Program and
Process Operation





- YES
- No Problems so
Far
- 2/5 Communication








Yes: until now it’s working.
Student gets new information and we get the job
done.
Yes: Since he’s been in this job, tried it on 5
students and its working.
Yes: from her last two years experience, never had
problem
Communication with the University is not
working well, they asked the university to have
weekly supervisor attendant, but they never
response.
Sometimes they send more number of students to
train without having in mind that this is a big
number and needs to plan for it.
Fantastic for on the job training,
They send the university the objectives of the
training with all details.
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Question 5: Based on your experience, what is your impression toward students’ skills and knowledge
when they first come to your site?
Employer
impressions
toward students
skills and
knowledge

- Good Students
- Lack of Hands
-on-Skills
- Average
Students


















They are average,
Some of them high, and some of them low.
Happy about them overall.
Student missing hands-on-skills,
They get resistant from students at the beginning but try
their best to make them fit.
They are aware of the labor market demand; also if
students not happy with training place, they shift them.
Very good.
Students get to know about the site roles, if it’s violated
they dismissed, and done it before.
She found out that student attend training because they
have to, otherwise will not graduate. That’s a fact.
They are average.
The last three years there is a progress in their skills and
knowledge, but still they didn’t reach the level that they
suppose to reach in higher education
Students come with full knowledge, but no skills to
operate and maintain.
Site ask them to apply hands-on-skills,
Site teach them how to do technical writing,
Quality report,
Production report.
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Question 6: What is their attitude toward learning and future goal?
Employers attitude
toward students








Willing to know new things and learn as well.
Knew where they are going.
Good manner students.
Also it depends from student to another.
- Willing to Learn
Engineering students are willing to learn.
Some of them not happy because university sends them to a
- Good Manner
wrong place.
 All students are willing and excited to learn.
 She said student are aware of pass and fail in the training,
so they work hard.
 However, student indicated no failing in training program.
 Some of them reject learning because they are lazy and
some of them very active.
 It depends from student to another,
 Engineering students have interest, easy to fit,
 Site providing orientation to build interest on students.
Bold: Same phrase complained by students
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Question 7: Previous studies have showed that some businesses stated that the education system
is failing to help the student gets the right skills and knowledge? What do you think
about this claim? Explain?
 No, I don’t agree. However:
1. Curriculum in UAE more comprehensive (general knowledge)
only. Math and Science in UAE education system is tough, but
students is good at it.
2. Student needs more skills beside technical skills such as train
students on how to be more open with people.
 It is true.
1. No connections between businesses to educational institutes.
2. Some students knew about terms and some don’t.
3. Student has no idea about how real work looks like.
4. Students must visit companies during the summer every year.
 Yes: Education is Great, however:
1. Environment and people mentality doesn’t want to accept the
fact of hard work.
2. New generation is lazy and very spoiled.
3. Some University students have a weird behavior.
4. Lack of connection between university and labor market.
 Before three years, this claim was right, but now there is a
chance for students to learn, now the claim is not totally right.
 It is right in some sense, we must build human capital, must
establish chain, must visit fields often, identify job description,
obtain researches.

Previous Studies
Claim from the
Employers point of
view
- No
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes
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Question 8: I am sure you are aware of the number of foreign workers in this country; what do
you think about that? If you think it’s a problem, what would be the possible and
reasonable solutions?








Problem but it can be solved.
More training time for university students, each year for two
or three weeks, and later year more time.
If the situation remains the same it will be difficult on the
future of our future generation.
University must relay on the last year training.
In the past, had only one university and that was the problem
of imported big number if expatriates. 1. Now more
universities opened, and businesses must give the priority
first to local, 2. Companies must get involved in the
Emiratisation strategy. Today most companies placed non
local to make a decision in hiring department. This is a big
problem. Most locals seek jobs near home either because
close to home, or don’t like to drive, or their parents not
allowing them (Culture).
The government must create association that can help 1.
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Students who is trying to find jobs 2. Helps companies who
like to recruit nationals. 3. Match students in the right
company. 4. Association job is to manage the labor market
demands. 5. Help companies who train students convince
students to work in theses companies.
Today, there are unbalanced in the salary hierarchy in the
whole UAE. Experts come from outside and get way higher
salary than local. His claim that, these experts do nothing and
most of the job is been done by those trainee.
Unbalanced in the salary can create options for nationals to
seek other jobs and change jobs easily.
Nationals choose always choose public sectors is because it’s
secure and less working hours.
Private are strict and more hours.
Public sites don’t fire nationals.
Local gets really angry when they work with expatriates who
receive higher pay especially if they do more jobs than the
expatriates.
She said that locals don’t like to be led by foreigners, why?
Because this is mentality of the nationals.
At their company they have 85% foreigners,
Today at the market, there is a group of people who is trying
to keep locals at the bottom, know one governmental site has
only 5 % locals,
Localization strategy is only talk,
No real action has been taken
There is no enforcement law for localization in the labor
market, advantages and allowances all for foreigners,
Locals remain 10 years in the same position and job freeze.
The solutions are: starting from the top management,
Identify jobs and features,
Identify job descriptions,
Today locals’ work any thing and must get a chance.
Stop the connections.
Give the job for the right people, and most qualified students.
Possible solution are field study of labor market and job
availability,
Target student to the right direction,
Distinguish between secondary, and postsecondary and do
job analysis,
Create success plan.
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Question 9: Have you hired any of the students that you’ve trained before?
Yes: ______ How do they describe their training experience?
No: ______Why?
Hired
Previous
Trainees




Yes: However, they ask them after they finish the training if they
found really good and hard work students.
They are happy about the training and looking forward to work
with them.
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- Yes
- No
- No
- No
- No
















They wish they had more training time
No: None of UAEU students, not yet.
Because they are either reserved with other companies or the
company salary is low to them.
They don’t get enough number of students to train.
Plus the government offers way higher salary for nationals than
private.
No: Never had student from UAE, and they love to have
somebody.
They only hired students from higher college of technology.
(Pay is Low).
No: when ever they contact the students regarding job offer,
students refuse especially women, because it’s mainly men’s in
the job.
But boys think their salary is very low,
75% of Fujairah residents work in Abu Dhabi or Dubai.
Government sites in Fujairah salary very low and people moving
out of Fujairah.
No Engineer, only finance and marketing.
There is no motivation for this company, because communication
is week.
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Extra questions to Employer Representatives Interviews
Questions to 1st Company Representative:Q. Are you willing to hire students who already got training in your site and what expertise you
are looking for?
Answer: YES
Q. Do you have any recommendation for the UAE University?
Answer:
1. Training shouldn’t be in the summer, summer time is difficult time for staff and students.
2. Some times the university sends big number of students, but they get rejected. It will be better
If they write them a letter asking them how many students they can take.
3. University must send national students to private sectors not only to public sectors and a vise
versa, they must send non local students to public sectors in order for both to have an idea on
how public and private sectors work.
4. Student must deal and get training in a non local company to gain more experience and skills
As well.
Questions to 2nd Company Representative:Q. Are you willing to hire students who already got training in your site and what expertise you
are looking for?
Answer: YES
- Emphases desired are: Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chemical
Engineering, and Chemistry; plus they are going to open an Aero Space department.
- Students are welcome any time from any engineering area or any other areas.
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- He graduated from UAEU and he is willing to open any channel with the UAEU to improve
students’ skills and knowledge.
- Their door is always for the educational system.
- Their job is mainly today maintenance and repairing of plane parts.
- They really demand local engineers.
- At the company, they have 2000 employers, and 3% are locals. Half of the 3% are students
from high schools, applied institute of technology, and colleges.
Q. Do you have any recommendation for the UAE University?
Answer:
- University must establish a regular meeting with them.
- During the university career fare, all students must attend, and they must have an idea about
each company at the fair.
- When they call for industrial partner, locals from the industries must attend the meetings.
Questions to 3rd Company Representative:Q. Are you willing to hire students who already got training in your site and what expertise you
are looking for?
Answer: YES:Emphases desired are: Civil Engineering, Architecture Engineering, and
information System.

Q. Question related to interview number 3 Q 8 on how can we find a solution to change national
student mentality in the matter of disliking the expatriates leading them?
Answer: It has to start at home, then at school, then at university, and then will have good results
at the job.
Q. If a problem occurs to the students during the training? What would you do?
Answer: Silent 3 seconds, then she said she will blame the students first, then the University.
Why: Because there are no papers or any kind of agreements that indicate neither students’ right
nor any type of insurance or rules and regulations.
Q. Any recommendation for the UAE University?
Answer:
- More communication between UAEU and site.
- Site supervisor doesn’t know who is responsible for the training program and that is why more
communication with the University is needed.
- All letters must be sent to Sharjah the head department not to the branches or departments.
- English is important for UAEU students, because higher college’s students are better.
- Ministry of Education must focus more on the English subject.
Questions to 4th Company Representative:Q. Is there any recommendation you want to add to this training program?
Answer:
1. Send students from the first year for two weeks at least
2. Most important thing is communication with the university
3. University supervisors must not be the teachers because they are hard
4. The university must assign special person for this job
5. Must update curriculum, make it more practical

to get.
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Questions to 5th Company Representative:







This company is 50% governmental and 50% Shareholders.
Local engineers in this company only 4.
13% staff citizens
5% local on production
This company is willing to hire students from UAEU
However, the salary in this company is week.
Governmental packages are much better than them, and this is causing them big problem and
impede their demand for locals

Q. Is there any recommendation you want to add to this training program?
Answer:
1. Creating structured time table to communicate with the university
2. Discuss goals, objectives and the curriculum
3. Discuss student project
4. Help student to plan future career
5. Prepare training plan
6. Establish research and development unit in the UAE University
7. Establish strong communication with the university
8. Today, foreigners placing obstacles in front locals especially raising the negatives attitudes of
the locals. Why? Don’t know
9. Hire local administrations to solve the above problem
10. The university must have supervisor who visit them often and it will better if he/she is local.
11. Establish deep look into the labor market.
12. Creating workshops with the help of the government.
13. More investment on new generation.
14. Engineers association must be active.
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Appendix S
Forming and Sorting Data

Q4. How do you really view your career as to what you did in the training program?
Career

12/100%

Origin

12/100%

Responses

Career

100%

Right Path

12

Her Future
Her future
Her career
Her career
His career
His career
Right career
Right career and path
Right direction
Right direction
Right direction
Right direction

Employment
Issues

Job issue

5

Changed major due to no jobs
Culture intervene in job location
Find job near home
Looking forward to employment
Big cities more jobs
Changed major due to job
finding

University
Curriculum
Issues

School

5

Other

Other

4

School more formulas
School more problem solving
School no hands on skills
School only provide 5 % of
career
Little learned in school
Got supported by parents
Great experience
Design building his career
Help Gov
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Q5. How did you find the training?
Find

12/100%

Origin

12/100%

Good Experience

41.6

Happy

5

Good experience & Very beneficial
Good experience & Very beneficial
Good experience & Very beneficial
Good experience & Very beneficial
Good experience & Very beneficial

Wasn’t Practical

33.3

No
hands-on
skills

4

No hands on skills, Wasn’t practical
No hands on skills, Wasn’t practical
No hands-on-skills, Wasn’t practical
No hands-on-skills
no technical practice

Disappointment

50

Not
Happy

7

Hands-on-skills

33.3

Practical

4

Not happy
Not happy with training
Unsuccessful and not useful
Disappointed
Placed in a wrong site
Process is wrong
Expected better than that
Practical
Practical
Practical
Practical

Other

Other

Responses

New Experience
Learned new things
Learned new things
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Q6. Can you describe the characteristics of this training program?
Positive

Negative:

Characteristics:

Gain lots of information
Learned communication skills
Learned communication skills
Liked it very much
Successful
Happy about site
Excellent experience
Great experience
Beneficial
Very Practical
Site supervisor very Coop
Self training
Did training in different Depts.
Meet company supervisor twice a
week
Each week must write 10 pages

Placed in wrong site
Program process is wrong
Program process is wrong
Wasted time
Wrong time visit

- Company Lists

Struggles at the beginning
University has no idea about
training

- One indicated site
supervisor created work
schedule

No hands on skills
No help from University.
No supervisor visit
Not happy
Not happy with university
Site supervisor not happy

- One visit of university
supervisor
- One visit of university
supervisor

Not practical
Not successful
Not successful
No orientation

Descriptive

No pay
No pay

Ch 4

Paid 2500 Dhs by one site
1 student had private company
Short lecture
Traffic every day 2 hrs

- One site supervisor
- One company
supervisor

Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Presentation
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
One semester
One semester
One semester
3 month
3 months
3 ½ months
4 months
4 months
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Q7. Do you think you were benefiting from it? Why and in what sense?
Negative:

Positive:

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Descriptive
Ch 4

No Help in performing task well
No Practical Experience
No Help from the university
No Help from university supervisor
No Organization
No Plans
No Training
No Hands-on-skills
No Hands-on-skills due to
Expensive equipment
No Learning experience
Participate in near home project
Placed in a wrong site
Program is wrong
School only 5%
She was trained in different subject
Site supervisor not happy
Training process is wrong
Only controlling and monitoring
Only observing
Only observing

Very cooperative
Very cooperative and helpful
Site supervisor very cooperative
Worked very well
Worked in management bldg
Worked on Gov projects
Workshop attended
Worked on new software’s
Work site visit everyday
Got good experience
Got awarded
Practical
Practical
Beneficial
Achieved her goal
Did administrational work
Tracking work every day
Happy about the company

Got basic things
Site told her company has secret
Trainer told her no use of training
Training was required
Wasted 4 months
Wasted time
Was not challenging

Learned about machines
Learned on how to use guide
book
Learned a lot about metro
Learned communication skills
Learned new things
Learned team work
Learned 95% from training
Learned communication skills
Learned lots from sit library
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Q8. Do you see there is a connection between what you have learned in your college courses and
what you learned and experienced in the training program? Explain to me some of these
things?
83% No
connections
66.7%
Curriculum
Problem:
University is
more
Theoretical than
practical
33.3 No
orientation and
guiding plan
67% Supervisor
must increase
visits
12% New
Experience
50 % Need onsite
learning

No Connection
No Connection
No Connection
No connection
No connection
No Connection
No Connection
No linkage
Not Much
No matching curriculum/job needs
University Curriculum is old
University Curriculum needs
updating
University curriculum is all about
task
University only exam with fail or
pass
University only problem solving and
paper project
No hands-on-skills
No hands-on-skills
University no practical project
University is more theory
University is more theory
University is more theory
University mainly theory
Different subject Learned
Different subject learned
Different subjects Learned
Learned new career info
Learned new info
New info
New Info learned at site
Performed real life work
50% used school knowledge
Used some knowledge
Few words
Some what
Some what

Complain:
University Don’t listen to student
Student can’t see program head
Training program is old school
Connections take place in placement
Immediate action needs to be done
Labs must be improved
Student only find this mess after
training
Student wasting time
University supervisor doesn’t know
his job
University doesn’t know what info
needed
University place student in wrong
site
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Q9. If I ask you to name some of industries or businesses that you have in mind to work with
after your graduation, can you name them?
Find
Gov. & Private

Gov.

12/100%
25

Origin
Both

12/100%
3

67%

Public

9

Responses
Yes: Private/Public Sector
Yes: Private/Public Sector
Yes: Private/Public Sector
Yes: Public sector
Yes: Public Sector
Yes: Public Sector
Yes: Public Sector
Yes: Public Sector
Yes: Public Sector
Yes: Public Sector
Yes: Public Sector
Yes: Public Sector

Q10. Have you looked to what each one of them has for you as related to benefits, environment,
location, and the characteristics of their jobs? Can you explain to me what differences they
have than the company you were trained at?
Opportunities

12/100%

Action

12/100%

Un Aware

75

No Idea

9

Aware

25

Has Idea

3

Other

Responses
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
Only names and Location
Only names of Gov
Only names of Gov &
salary
Only names of Gov sectors
Only names of Gov sectors
Only names of Gov sectors
Only names of Gov sectors
Only one company
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Q11. Based on your experience, if somebody asked you to improve this training program what
would you do?
Establish Pay
Ensure student
practical learning
on site
Increase
Qsupervisor visits
Increase training
time
Improve selection
criteria
Improve
curriculum
Connect theory
and practice
Establish training
plan
Establish summer
training
Establish career
orientation
Establish
continues
communication
with business
Update CTP
Other

Establish Pay
Establish pay
Establish pay
Establish pay
Ensure hands-on-skills
Ensure student leaning at site
Ensure student leaning at site
Ensure practical work on site
Ensure practical training on
site
Force company to insure
student learning

Increase supervisor visit
Increase supervisor visit
Increase supervisor visit
Increase supervisor visit
Increase supervisor visits
Supervisor visit must be for a
purpose
Fellow up
University involvement is
important
Increase training time
Increase training time
Make selection criteria better
Make selection criteria better
Make selection criteria better
Finding the right company
Finding the right company
Ensure the right company in
the list
Improve curriculum
Improve curriculum
Connect curriculum to job
needs
Connect theory and practice
Connect theory and practice

Establish Guiding plan
Identify task before training
Establish summer training
Establish summer training each year
Establish training every summer
Establish training Early for Mech.
Eng
Establish Intro about site prior
training
Establish work orientation

Establish Prior
communication/business
Continues Communication
More communication with business
More communications with business
Update CTP
Update the CTP

Add reports to student record
Credit must be added for Archit. Eng.
Involve student more on application
Make good use of this experience
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Q12. Do you see yourself that you will be doing this one day?
Related Work
Aware

12/100%
100

12/100%
12

Responses
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
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Employers Participants
Q3. What are the characteristics of the training program that you and the university are using
today?
Letters:
 Receive letter from University
 Receive application from University
 Receive letter from University
Review:
 Request list of courses student took
 Look at student course
 Small interview to determine their level
of knowledge, Security background
check as well












Receive letter from University
Request list of courses student took
8-2 pm
Introduction about site
weekly report
Site Assessment/University Assessment
Timing of training varies
Site head of training dept. is supervisor
No supervisor visit
No pay









Receive application from University
2-3 months prior letter send
Look at student course
Security background check
Contact trainee
Train students on different skills
7:30-3:00 pm







No prior meeting
Receive letter from University
Introduction about site roles and regulation
Site Assessment/University Assessment
Selection criteria based on space
availability
 Restriction on attendance
 Site head of training dept. is supervisor
 4 months training
 No pay
 Provide summer training
 Small interview to determine their level of
knowledge,
 weekly report must be done,
 Training plan set up during the interview
for each student.
 Student gets an introduction about the site
when they first come. That’s it…
 There is no prior papers
 No prior meetings with the university.
 No agreement letters
 No training plan.
 Only they send students and asking them
to train them.
 She said they can say they don’t except
student any more but, it’s not student fault.
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There is no pay.
 Task form available prepared by the site
 Weekly feed back from supervisor and has
to be sent to the university
 Logo book available
 weekly sign by the site supervisor
 Assign project for trainee to work on:
hands-on-skills, communication, and time
management.
 No pay.

Q4. Do you think its working well? How about the process?
Responses
YES: Its working

Yes: Its working * Can’t except big number
of students at once
Yes: Its working * Need more students
Yes: It’s working so far
Better communication
Yes: Its working well except
communication with the university
Yes: fantastic.

Q5. Based on your experience, what is your impression toward their skills and knowledge when
they first come to you?
Satisfied

 Good
 Good, however lack of hands-on-skills
 Happy: Make them aware of labor market demand
 Very good: Resistant at the beginning
 Satisfied
 Average
 Satisfied
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Q6. What is their attitude toward learning and future goal?
1. Willing to learn
2. Good manners











Willing to learn and
Aware of future
Willing to learn
Most are aware of future
Willing to learn new things Good manners
Doesn’t know because only head of training dept. no
close communication
Some of them not happy due to wrong placement
Very active
Eng. Student willing to learn and has interest

Q7. Previous studies have showed that some businesses stated that the education system is failing
to help the student gets the right skills and knowledge? What do you think about this claim?
Explain?








No its not
Don’t agree
Education Curriculum more comprehensive
Students are good in math and science
Students lack soft job skills
Only not prepared for job
It is true.
1. No connections between businesses to educational institutes.
2. Some students knew about terms and some don’t.
3. Student has no idea about how real work looks like.
4. Students must visit companies during the summer every year.



Yes it is true: Education is Great, however:
1. Environment and people mentality doesn’t want to accept the fact of hard work.
2. New generation is lazy and very spoiled.
3. Some University students have a strange behavior.
4. Lack of connection between university and labor mark




No: now the claim is not totally right, it used to be right three years ago
It is right in some sense:
Must build human capital
Must establish chain
Must visit fields often
Identify job description
Obtain researches.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Q8. I am sure you are aware of the number of foreign workers in this country; what do you
think about that? If you think it’s a problem, what would be the possible and reasonable
solutions?
Problem
 It is a problem but can be solved
 It is a problem because of huge imported
expatriates
 If the number increased, it will be big problem
in future
 Problem because most businesses have non local
in hiring dept.
 Most locals seek jobs near home either because
close to home, or don’t like to drive, or their
parents not allowing they (Culture).
 Today, there are unbalanced in the salary
hierarchy in the whole UAE.
 Experts come from outside and get way higher
salary than local.
 He claimed that these experts do nothing and
most of the job is been done by those trainee and
this creates problem
 Unbalanced in the salary can create options for
nationals to seek other jobs and change jobs
easily.
 Nationals always choose public sectors is
because it’s secure and less working hours
 Nationals don’t like to be led by foreigners
because this is their mentality.
 Emiratisation is only words on paper strategy
 There is no enforcement law for localization in
the labor market
 Advantages and allowances only for the
foreigners.

Possible solution
- Increase training time
- Establish yearly training 2 or 3 weeks
- University must focus on last year training
- Businesses must give local chance
- Business must get involve in Emiratisation strategy
- The government must create association that can help:
1. Students who is trying to find jobs
2. Helps companies who like to recruit nationals
3. Match students in the right company.
4. Association job is to manage the labor market
demands.
5. Help companies who train students convince students
to work in theses companies.
- Stop the connection
- Give the right job to the right person
- Starting from the top management,
- Identify jobs and features
- Identify job descriptions
- Today locals’ work any thing and must get a
chance
- Survey the labor market and job availability,
- Target student to the right direction,
- Distinguish between secondary, and postsecondary
and do job analysis based on availabilities for both
parties.
- Create success plan
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Q9. Have you hired any of the students that you’ve trained before?
Yes: _____How do they describe their training experience?
No: _____Why?






YES
Yes
Hiring only good students
Ask them after finishing the
training
Students Happy about the training
They wish they had more training
time

NO
 No
 None of UAEU students
 Because they either reserved with other
companies or the found better salary
 Not enough students for training
 Governmental sectors offers better salary
than privates





No
Never had student from UAEU
Love to have some of UAEU students
Because salary is low in Sharjah
governmental sectors

 No
 Girls refusing the job is because the
site is mainly men’s
 Boys think their salary is low




Total

1

No
Only business finance and marketing
The site is not motivated to students
Communication with the business is week.
4
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